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E D I T O R S MOTES 
In spite of thi! mid-winter leave period, 

someone must have been doing some work, 
and congratulations are due to whoever 
organised the press eoverage in connection 
with the handing-over of il.M.A.S. "Vampire." 
Although pictures of the event may be familiar 
in some quarters, we arc glad to publish a few 
that appeared in the "Sydney Homing 
Herald." and take this opportunity of 
expressing appreciation to that newspaper, as 
well as to the Melbourne " A g e " for a block 
showing Captain A. N. Houlton, the new 
Commonwealth Director of Navigation. 

• • • • 
It's not every day that Australia gets a 

Daring class destroyer, am- satisfaction in the 
possession of what is the last word in the light-
iieavyweight type of naval shipbuilding can 
be taken to include the shipbuilders as well. 
A subsidiary of the famous Vickers Group 
and the largest private dockyard in the 
country, the Cockatoo Island Docks and 
Engineering Company has in its day handled 
troop-carriers such as the "Queens," the 
"Aquitania" and her sister ship the "Maure-
tania," besides building a number of well 
known ships for the Royal Australian Navy. 

H.M.A.S. "Vampire" is the second of her 
class to be built at Cockatoo Island. She will 
find herself amongst relations, as it were, for 
one "Batt le" and three "Tribal" class 
destroyers, together with frigates, corvettes 
and numerous smaller fry, have all come from 
t he same yards. 

• • • ' • 
One of the reasons that the Sea Cadets get 

lost in the crowd at times is because they look 
so much like naval ratings. Lots of them are 
nearly as tall, and wherever they are seen in 
public they are just as well turned out. Drill 
and marching by Sea Cadets noticed at recent 
functions has been first class. As a body the 
Cadets are keen and eager and ready to help 
themselves, as the Commanding Officer of T.S. 
"Sirius" showed in his account of activities 
in the St. Georges' River district. That letter 
in the June number of "The Navy" excited 
interest in all sorts of places, and the Editor 
looks forward to receiving similar descriptions 
of the doings of Sea Cadets in other States. 

• • • • 
This month we repay a debt that has been 

outstanding far too long. On various occasions, 
G. Hermon Gill, the naval historian, has taken 
over the editorial chair and directed the affairs 

of this journal. On that account, perhaps, no 
notice regarding the first volume of his 
officially commissioned history of the Royal 
Australian Navy (1939-42) has yet appeared 
in these pages. The omission has now been 
repaired by someone who prefers to sign 
himself "Atticus." With the views expressed 
we are in full agreement. 

The point is made that there is a similarity 
in the stories told by both Arthur W. .lose 
and Hermon (fill. There is, of course, some 
similarity between the authors, too. Both won 
their spin's in journalism and, for that reason, 
one supposes, both had something to do with 
wartime censorship. Both men are also writers 
of distinction. 

It's worth remarking, however, that, while 
Jose held the rank of captain in the army, 
Gill was a deck officer in the British Merchant 
Marine from 1910-22, and that included sea-
time in the First World War. During the last 
war he served as an officer of the R.A.N.V.R. 
These details may explain how it is that he 
handles his task with such apparent ease. 

The caputs of Ik* mm -Vllffcn* Tiff-*- B. J. Mat, 
D.S.C was MTTtai la the oM -Viiptrt" at the aha* 

•r her i»tai an. 

Mi; iwt ( 
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SALUTE TO A DARING 
The ship's company salutes the White Ensign ss it is rslsed after H.M.A.s. "Vampire" wms 
hsnind over to the Minister for the Navy, Senator J. G. Gorton, st a ceremony at sea. 
The Utcton destroyer was bout by Cockatoo Docks and Enfineertnr, Company Pty. Ltd. 
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DARING IS AS DARING DOES 
HAD the late llerr Cfoebels 

been with us off Sydney 
Heads a few weeks ago, lie 
would have seen another 
"Vampire" accepted into the 
Royal Australian Navy. This 
was a larger, more heavily 
jtrnied vessel than her prede
cessor of the same name, who, 
with four other Australian des
troyers, formed the "Scrap 
Iron Flotilla" to which Herr 
(lOebels once referred. That 
ironic comment should be 
permanently displayed some
where in the new ship, to 
remind those now serving of 
tlie "spud run" to Tobnik. 

More than three times the 
tonnage of her namesake, the 
:!,50O-ton Daring class ship, 
"Vampire" recently taken 
over by the Minister for the 
Navy, Senator • Gorton, might 
reasonably be called a light 
cruiser. Laid down in 1952 
and built at a cost of £6,500.000, 
she is the last word in post
war t h i n k i n g — the fast, 
hunter-killer type of submarine 
chaser, as capable of carrying 
nut extended operations on 
her own, as she is of providing 
cover for ships of the Fleet, 
or protecting trade or troop 
movements. 

On paper, there isn't much 
difference between the arma
ment of the two "Vampires". 
Built in England in 1916-17 
and transferred to Australia 
in 1932, the ship that (ioebels 
found time to notice carried 
four 4-in. guns and six 21-in. 
torpedo tubes, plus fifty depth 
charges and a hastily assembled 
assortment of A/A weapons 
come by in different ways. 
In the main, the armament was 
designed for close-in work, 
depending more upon human 
hands and eyes than upon 
some electronic brain. 

The present '' Vampire'' 
tires her six 4.5-in. guns from 
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three stabilised platforms, com
bining crew protection with a 
modern system of mechani
cally predicted fire control 
that leaves the human brain a 
mile behind. The 40-iinn. 
Bofors anti-aircraft guns are 
hard to beat at medium range, 
while high-flying aircraft have 
something to reckon with in 
the burst of a proximity fused 
4.5-in shell. With five 21-in. 
tubes carrying torpedos with 
the characteristics of a well-
trained Queensland cattle-
heeling dog. and mortars 
throwing a depth charge 
pattern on and around an 
underwater target caught and 
held with absolute certainty, 
Australia's latest "Vampire" 
is a formidable proposition. 
Built by Cockatoo Docks and 
Engineering Co. of Sydney, 
she is the third Daring class 
ship to join the Fleet. 

Her sisters, "Voyager" and 
"Vendetta", also carry names 
of Australian-manned ships 
that fought through the early 
stages of the Mediterranean 
campaign, AVhen "Vampire" 
docked in Malta in March, 
1940, she had steamed 26,000 
miles, and that before Italy 
had entered the war. With 
her m i d d l e - a g e d sisters, 
"Vampire" made her presence 
felt on numerous occasions, 
and together these ships of 
another generation will be 
remembered as belonging to a 
select company who, during a 
grim period in 1941, carried 
essential stores and reinforce
ments to the beleagured fort
ress of Tobruk, when a garrison 
in being was a threat of 
Rommel's L. of C , then ex
tended to their utmost in the 
Western Desert. 

Brought back to face a 
menace nearer home, "Vam
pire" formed one of the des
troyer screen to the battleships 

"Prince of Wales" and 
"Repulse", when those two. 
great ships were lost to 
Japanese air attack off the 
coast of Malaya in December, 
1941. At Endau and elsewhere, 
"Vampire" was actively en
gaged until the last, when, 
five months later, she was 
herself sunk in an engagement 
with Japanese carrier-borne 
planes in the Bay of Bengal. 
With her name she passes on 
her own tradition. 

Daring class ships are a 
compromise between the des
troyer and the c r u i s e r . 
Designed to carry out the 
functions of both, they are 
light and fast, and, when 
resolutely handled, have every 
chance of running under the 
enemy's guard and getting 
away with it. If Australia's 
defence problems involve the 

BEST WISHES 
TO 

H.M.A.S. 
"VAMPIRE" 

FROM 
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protection ol trade routes, the 
Daring class ship provides the 
punch and speed required to 
deal with any conventional 
type of surface raider or 
submarine. But with the 
coming of nuclear propulsion 
the guessing game is on again. 

What little has yet emerged 
suggests that the nuclear-
powered vessel laughs at dis
tance. Endurance is almost 
indefinite, anil bunkers arc 
represented by a lump of 
uranium the size of a cricket 
ball. There is talk of an under
water speed of 40 knots, and 
missiles like " P o l a r i s " tha* 

can be discharged from a sub
merged submarine standing a 
hundred miles or more off 
shore. 

No doubt claims are exag
gerated for reasons of prestige, 
but it is probably true tha* 
Russia has a submarine com
ponent of more than 500, anil 
that at least 1IHI of these boats 
arc based on Vladivostok. 
How many may be nuclear 
propelled is something else 
again, but distributed over 
an area the size of the Pacific 
Ocean such a threat is tem-
I t'red by the laws nl time and 
space. 

Submarines operating off the 
Australian const will risk 
detection by air as well as 
sea patrols, both using equip
ment similar to that installed 
in the R.A.X.'s anti-submarine 
ships of the " Q " class as well 
as in the larger Darings 
What happens then is any
body's guess. We can only go 
by past experience, and with 
this in mind the appearand.' 
of II..M.A.S. "Vampi re 1 ' is a 
reassuring thing. Everything 
has been done to tit her for a 
role as already known, but in 
I he end it 's what a Oaring 
lines that counts. 

Leadins Cook T. L. ( haplan hands oat dinner to I. M. (E) D. ML 
Brown, one of the 25* Junior ration on hoard the "Vampire,'' at meta. 

HISTORIC ENGRAVING 

RECENTLY discovered in an 
old house and presented 

to the AVilliamstown Coiuit-ii 
(Victoria) is an engraving of 
the "Vic tor ia . " described as 
" t h e first ship of war ever 
built at the cost and for the 
special service of a British 
colony . . . " 

" V i c t o r i a " was not classed 
as a inan-o'-war by Admiralty 
nor was she entitled to wear 
the White Knsign. but she 
represented the first practical 
attempt by any of the Austra
lian colonies to provide them
selves with armed protection. 

A vessel of 580 tons. 
" V i c t o r i a " was built at the 
yards of Young. Son. Magnay 
& ( V of London, and, although 
fitted to mount two 06-cwt.. 
32-ponnders and six 2."> ewt.. 
32-ponnder guns, only one of 
the heavier and two of the 
lighter guns was actually 
carried. 

" V i c t o r i a " left Plymouth for 
Melbourne on 8th March, 1856. 
under command of Captain 
W. II. Norman and arrived at 
Williamstown on May 31. She 
acted as a transport for 
Imperial troops proceeding to 
the Maori War of 1860-1, and 
finally became a Water Police 
vessel in Port Phillip Bay. She 
was paid off in 1864. 
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Senator Gorton (second rl«ht) with "old boys" of H.M.A.S. "Vampire." 

Pictured above with ihe 
M i n i s t e r for the Navy. 
Senator Gorton, who himself 
served as a pilot with the 
H.A.A.K. 1940-4"), are three 
members of the ship's company 
df the destroyer " V a m p i r e " , 
who were on hoard the ship 
when she was stink by Japanese 
aircraft off ("evlon on 9th 
April, 1942. 

Now eaptain of the Danny 
class ship " V a m p i r e " recently 
accepted into the R.A.N., 
Captain K. J , Heel, D.S.C., a 
graduate of the Royal Aus
tralian Naval College, was i 
j u n i o r officer serving in 
H.M.A.S. " C a n b e r r a " on the 
outbreak of war. He was ap
pointed to " V e n d e t t a " at the 
beginning of 1940 and so ex
perienced the gruelling times of 
the "Tobruk Kerry Service", 
when " V e n d e t t a " made 39 
runs into and out of Tobruk. 

Captain Peel, then Lieu
tenant, joined " V a m p i r e " at 
a stage when constant service 
was leading to mechanical 
trouble, and vibration at any
thing above sixteen knots made 
dockyard attention an urgent 
matter. The ship was sent to 
Singapore for attention, and 
Captain Peel was still aboard 
her when she was lost in cir-

eiuristances described else
where in this issue. 

As commanding officer of 
H.M.A.S. " ( iascoyne" . Captain 
Peel was instrumental in 
rescuing about 1,300 men, 
mostly I'.S. Troops, from the 
Dutch transport "Sommels-
d i j k " (9,227 tons) which had 
been struck by a Japanese 
a* rial torpedo while lying off 
Samar Island in the Philippines 
at the end of 1944. 

Awarded the D.S.C. and the 
l . S . Medal of Merit, post war 
duties have included appoint
ments of Director of Operations 
( 1 9 4 8 i and. later, Naval 
Member of the Joint Planning 
Staff at Navy Office. 

Lieutenant W. R. Devine, 
whose home is in Krankston, 
Victoria, enlisted in the R.A.N, 
early in 1935, and was rated 
Leading Seaman in the des
troyer ' 'Vampi re" when she 
was lost in 1942. Specialising-' 
in gunnery, this officer was 
commissioned in March, 1950 
and is as well known at the 
gunnery school at F.N.D.. as 
he is in a number of ships in 
which he has served. 

Chief Petty Officer N. "W. 
Chandler of Brisbane entered 
the R.A.N. as a Reserve rat ing 
in October, 1939, and was born 

on the books of " V a m p i r e " 
at the til if the Ql-fated 
attempt by the British battle
ships " P r i m I' Wales" and 
" R e p u l s e " in interrupt the 
Japanese invasion of Malaya 
" V a m p i r e " brought in 225 of 
ihe survivors, and shortly after 
was engaged in all attack 
against another group of 
Japanese transports at Kndan 
eighty miles north of Singa
pore. In thiv confused melee, 
another destroyer, I I .Ms 
"Thui ie t" , was sunk, while 
' Vampiii " escaped in I \u-
darkness. 

('.P.O. Chandler saw "Van: 
p i r e ' s " guns shout down at 
least one of the Japanese planes 
which attacked the ship on 
Kaster Sunday. Sth April, 1942 
They got her. though: sle-
sank in ten minutes. 

Turning over to the P.N.I-' 
in 194li. I ".P.O. Chandler made 
it. badge by badge, and with 
iwenty years of strenuous 
serviee behind him seems good 
for twentv more. 

******^***^**^*-*****^*^***^**^** 
AGE LIMITS FOR ENTRY 
OF CADET-MIDSHIPMEN 

EXTENDED 

TIIK age limits for boys 
wishing to join the Royal 

Australian Navy as Cadei 
Midshipmen has been increased 
by one year. Boys between the 
ages of 14J and 16J years on 
the 1st January of the year of 
entry are now eligible for 
selection. The entry of older 
boys of matriculation standard 
remains unaltered at 19 years 
or under 

UNIQUE BOAT TEST 

A British boat firm has 
been given permission to 

test a lifeboat over the Niagara 
Falls, Ontario, in September. 
It will be controlled from 
shore by an electronic device 
when it goes over the falls. 

10 THE NAVY 

c o n g r a t u l a t e 

THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY 

on the acquisition of 

H.M.A.S. VAMPIRE 
the third "Daring" Class 

Destroyer 

to be built in Australia 
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COCKATOO ISLAND DOCK 
COCKATOO ISIHIHI is the lar

gest of eight small rocky 
outcrops studding the waters of 
Port Jackson. Surrounded by 
deep water its yellow sandstone 
once spreati over some thirty 
two acres. Reclamation has since 
added further eight aeres. its 
height above sea level, in the 
early days of the Colony aver
aged some fifty feet. It lies 
some two and a quarter miles 
westerly from the Harbour 
Bridge, midway between Long 
Cove and Lane Cove estuaries. 

The early settlers thought 
little of it or its companion 
islands and for fifty years 
following the arrival of the 
First fleet, the birds remained 
undisturlH'd. It was not until 
1839 that officialdom casting 
its eyes around for a convict 
settlement decided that here at 
Sydney Town's very back door. 
was the ideal site. 

In a despatch dated .Inly. 
1839. Governor Gipps remarked 
that '"no place in New South 
Wales would be so well calcu
lated for it as Cockatoo Island ; 
surrounded as it is. by deep 

water and yet under the very 
eye of authority '. Cost of 
preliminary work was estimated 
at £4.078. The British Colonial 
Office accepted the recommen
dation and before the close id' 
the year the first batch of '"iron 
gang" men tramped ashore 
from the Government trans
port. 

About this time, other things 
besides the safe lodging of law
breakers occupied the official 
mind. Among these, was the 
state of the local wheat market, 
the price was low. production 
high: the time ripe to buy for 
future use. Storage was the 
problem, and to solve it. (iipps 
resolved to employ the Cockatoo 
convicts in the construction of 
silos. Laboriously excavated 
from the solid sandstone in the 
shape of a bottle, each held 
from 3,000 to ">,t«HI bushels. By 
November. 1840. some L'O.IMlil 
bushels were safely under
ground. 

The silos completed, (iipps 
turned his attention to further 
profitable use of the convict 
labour, and decided to employ 

beer in 
handy cans 

FOSTER'S LACER 

VICTORIA BITTER 

it in preparation for docking 
accommodation. In November. 
1845. the Governor laid his 
plans before the Secretary of 
State. Stressing the urgent 
need for a dry dock at Sydney 
and the advantages to Colony 
and Empire, (iipps stated:— 
"Cockatoo Island is the place 
which I consider best adapted 
for a Naval establishment ami 
since this island was first oceu-
oied bv convicts in 1839, 1 have 

THE WORKING AND 

HANDLING OF A SHIP 
DEPENDS IN NO 

SMALL MEASURE ON 
THE WAY SHE IS 

BUILT 

constantly borne in view the 
construction, at some future 
period of a dry dock, as well 
as a slip for hauling ships on 
the island. 

In spite of setbacks, (iipps 
persisted with his plans, ami 
in 1847 excavations for the first 
Australian drydork were begun 
It proved, with the inadequate 
tools, to be a herculean task. 
and it was some seven yearn 
(June 5th, 18341 before the 
first lining stones were laid. 
Named the Fitzroy Dock, it 
was opened in 1858 and the 
first ship , (II.M.S. H e r a l d ) 
entered the new dock on 1st 
December of that year. At this 
time it was by no means com
plete and work continued until 
1860. Much of the credit for 
the success of this first dock 
must go to one Harry Broder-
ick, Dockmaster and Engineer 
who arrived at Port Jackson in 
the barque " C a t h e r i n e 
Stewart Fo rbes" in June 
1853. 

. 

THE NAVY 
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The Fitzroy Dock met the 
docking needs of the Navy and 
the Colony until the early 
eighties when an increase in 
size of ship construction made 
it obsolete. Following much dis
cussion the sum of £150,000 
was voted for a new dock and 
preliminary work begun. It was 
designed for the docking of 
the largest types of the day and 
measured 635 ft. by 80 ft. with 
a depth of 26 ft. 3 inches; or 
Mil ft. longer and 33 ft. wider 
than the Fitzroy d<a*k. 

In 1884 excavations were 
completed and a contract for 
£135.000 let to Mr. Lewis Sam
uel to finish the work. Lining 
began in 1885. and six years 
later i 1890) the new dock was 
officially opened as the Suther
land Dock in honour of a 
former Minister of Works. 

In 1913, with the formation 
of the K A Y . the MAW. 
(lovernment relimpiished con
trol in favour of the Common
wealth and the Navy Depart
ment assumed responsibility. 

Under naval control; consid
erable expansion took place at 
Cockatoo during World War 
One and most of the workshops 
now in use were erected. Though 
lacking facilities of the present 
day and forced to rely on over
seas technical resources an am
bitious shipbuilding programme 
was undertaken. During the war 
period. two light cruisers 
" B r i s b a n e " and " A d e l a i d e " 
were built. Three destroyers, 
" H u o n " , " T o r r e n s " and 
" S w a n " were launched from 
the Cockatoo slips. 

In 1921, the Shipping Control 
Board of the Prime Minister's 
Department became responsible 
for administering Cockatoo 
Island. At this time large scale 
ship building undertaken by the 
Commonwealth during the war 
y e a n had overcome its teething 
troubles. In June . 1921, seven K 
Class freighters were building 
in Australian yards including 
Cockatoo. Completion of the E 
Class programme, thirteen ves

sels in all was carried out 
during the period of Shipping 
Control Board's administration. 

In 1923, the Australian Com
monwealth Shipping Board 
came into being, taking over 
responsibility for Government 
Dockyards. During the term of 
Board's administration, (1923-
33) a number of ships left the 
Cockatoo slips, including the 
10,000 ton refrigeration vessels 
" F o r d s d a l e " and " F e r n d a l e " , 
the seaplane carrier "Alba
t ross ," and three lighthouse 
tenders. 

With the close of the post 
war decade and the dawn of the 
thirties depression hit Cocka
too. Inertia descended on the 
dockyard and it was hard put 
to find employment for its 
costly plant. Eventually in 1933 
the Government decided to 
lease it. to private enterprise. 
The Cockatoo Docks and Eng
ineering Co. Pty. Ltd. was 
formed end thus ended almost 
one hundred years of Govern
ment control. 
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Following the outbreak of 
the Second World war iu 1939, 
the lessees of the Dockyard 
formed a "duration agree
ment" under which the Com
pany received a Management 
Fee based on turnover. On the 
practical side this partial return 
to Government control worked 
smoothly preserving as it did 
the rights of both Common
wealth anil private enterprise. 

The spur of war wrought 
many changes at Cockatoo, A 
new Turbine Shop and Non-
ferrous Foundry were built 
entailing the blasting anil re
moval of some 100,000 cubic 
yards of sandstone. Several new 
wharves were erected, new 
cranes installed, workers' can
teens built and a patent slip
way laid down. An expenditure 
of almost £500,000 was involved 
at a time when by present 
standards costs were low. At 
the peak of the war period the 
dockyard employed 3.200 men 
engaged in the repair and 
building of ships of many types. 
Seven days a week throughout 
the war years the two graving 
docks witnessed ceaseless toil, 
painting anil scraping, clean
ing and repairing, big and little 
ships. Total dockings comprised 
750 ships, aggregating 3,885.446 

gross tons including 355 naval 
vessels. The largest merchant 
vessel docked, the "Dominion 
Monarch", 27,155 tons, and the 
largest naval vessel H.M.S. 
"(•lory," 20,785 tons. 

In September, 1939, Cockatoo 
was already engaged uii a 
programme of naval construc
tion and modernisation of exist
ing warships. Three tribal Class 
destroyers were on order and 
two Sloops and two Hoom 
Defence vessels on the stocks. 
Before peace came iu 1945 
Cockatoo, launched right Cor
vettes, three Destroyers, two 
Sloops, four Boom Defence ves
sels and two Frigates. In 
addition, two River Class 
freighters (5,000 tons) were 
built and the engines and 
boilers for a number of D class 
freighters. The Cockatoo boiler 
shop turned out all except 
twelve boilers for all warships 
built in Australia during the 
war, a total of 173 of all types. 

Side by side with new con
struction, Cockatoo remained 
under constant pressure over
hauling, repairing and convert
ing ships varying from the 
"Queen Mary" to a submarine. 
Major repairs were carried out 
on a number of battle damaged 
warships, including the lT.S. 

cruisers "Portland," "Ches
ter" and New Orleans. The 
fitting of a new bow to "Chic
ago" in the remarkable time of 
21 days brought official com
mendation from the U.S. 
authorities. 

Today facilities exist at 
Cockatoo to deal with every 
phase of shipbuilding and main
tenances. The two graving 
docks, though dwarfed by the 
Captain Cook Dock at Garden 
Island, still have many years of 
useful service to come. The 
larger of the two. the Suther
land Dock, enlarged in 192S, 
now measures 690 feet long, has 
a mean breadth of 88 feet, with 
a depth at low water spring 
tides of 26 feet 3 inches. A 
patent slip on the island's 
southern side is 105 feet long. 
28 feet wide and is capable of 
handling ships up to 25il tons 
displacement. 

In area, Cockatoo now covers 
some 40 acres, with 3000 feel 
of deep water wharfage epace. 
Machine shops cover more than 
65.000 square feet and the Tur
bine Shop measures 320 feet by 
70 feet. Plate and Boiler shops 
cover some 100.000 square feet 
and efficient. 

BATTLE CLASS ABE EYES 
OF THE FLEET 

H.M.S. " B a t t l e a x e ". s 
"Weapons class destroyer 

which is to be one of the new 
"eyes of the Fleet", has com
missioned at Rosyth Dockyard. 
During the two years she has 
been at Rosyth the ship has 
been modernised as a radar 
picket destroyer. Like her 
sister ship, H.M.S. "Broad
sword", which commissioned 
at Rosyth in October last year, 
she will sail far in front of 
the main fleet to give warning 
of large-scale air attack. The 
large radar mast, which is 
perhaps the ship's most im
portant equipment, stands im
pressively amidships. 
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NAVAL AFFAIRS-
from all Compass Points 

NEW APPOINTMENTS IN 
THE R.A.N. 

TIE following appointments 
for senior offieers of the 

R.A.N, have been announced. 

Captain P. L. George, at 
present at tending the Imperial 
Defence College in London, to 
be C.S.T. at Flinders Naval 
Depot from 2/2/60 in the rank 
of Commodore 2nd Class. 

Pending the return of 
Captain George, Commodore 
J . C. Morrow, CB.K., D.S.O., 
D.S.C., at present N.O.l.C 
Western Australia, will act as 
C.S.T. Flinders Naval Depot 
from 2/12/59, and will retire 
from the service on 9/2/60. He 
was previously C.S.T, F.N.I), 
from November '52 to 
January '55. 

Captain T. K. Morrison, 
O.B.E., D.S.C., now captain of 
H.M.A.S. "Me lbourne" and 
C-S.O. to F.O.C.A.F., to be 
captain of H.M.A.S. "Alba
t ross ," the air station at 
Nowra (N.S.W.) from 22/12/ 
59. 

Captain J . S. Mesley, M.V.O.. 
D.S.C., who is also attending 
the Imperial Defence College in 
London, to be captain of 
"Me lbourne" and C'.S.O. to 
F.O.C.A.F. in succession to 
Captain Morrison. 

Captain G. D. Tancred, 
D.S.C, at present Director of 
Naval Reserves at Navy Office. 
Melbourne, to be captain of 
H.M.A.S. " P e n g u i n " at Bal
moral, Sydney, from 8/2/60. 

Captain W. B. M. Marks, 
C.B.E., D.S.C, serving in 
Washington as Australian 
Naval Attache at the Austra
lian Embassy, to succeed 
Captain Tancred as D.N.R. 

It 

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY 
HONOURS 

INCLUDED amongst recipi
en t ! in the recent Honours 

List, is Commodore 2nd Class 
Patrick Perry. Fourth Naval 
Member of the Commonwealth 
Naval Board, who was awarded 
the CB.K. Commander liert-
rand Lucieu Dechaineux, 
V.K.D., R.A.N.V.R., received 
the O.B.K. (Mil) anil Geoffrey 
Francis Adeiiey. Senior Master 
at the Naval College, the 
M.B.E-

* * * 
NEW CLASS OF FRIOATE 

THE launching of II.M.S. 
" A s h a n t i " was an impor

tant event, as she is the first 
ship of a new " T r i b a l " class 
of frigates. 

The " A s h a n t i " will be an 
interesting and useful ship. She 
will be the first frigate 
designed to carry a helicopter 
for anti-submarine duties, a 
feature which will become more 
and more' important in the 
Navy's planning. 

One is inclined to regard 
frigates as little ships, but 
since the war their develop
ment has been remarkable. The 
" A s h a n t i " and her sister ships 
will be larger than fleet 
destroyers of the same class 
which served with such distinc
tion in battle. She has an 
overall length of 360 feet and 
a. beam of 42 feet 6 inches. 

The armament is also 
impressive: two 4-5-inch guns 
in single mountings, two 
smaller guns, anti-submarine 
mortars with a destructive 
power far greater than any
thing known in the last war, 
and six 21-inch torpedo tubes. 

Other features of this ship 
will he a totally enclosed 
bridge, an air-condit ioned 
Operations Room and machin
ery which could be controlled 
remotely at all powers. Such 
feattires will give her the 
ability to operate within an 
area contaminated by nuclear 
fall out. 

* * • 
NEW SCHEME FOR 

HELICOPTER PILOTS 

THE growing importance of 
helicopters in the Royal 

Navy, ns illustrated in the 
fitting of a helicopter deck in 
the " A s h a n t i " has caused the 
Admiralty to introduce a new 
five-year short service commis
sion for helicopter pilots. 

In the past, helicopter pilots 
have been chosen from among 
those trained to fly fixed-wing 
aircraft, but with the present 
cost of pilot training this can 
only be a very expensive 
method. The new entry, details 
of which are to be announced 
shortly, will introduce to the 
Service men who will be 
specially trained for helicopters 
alone. 

It will immediately reduce 
and ultimately eliminate the 
need to transfer to helicopters 
pilots trained to fly some of the 
fastest machines in the world. 

* * * 
A PRICE ON THE SAILOR'S 

HEAD 
" O A I L O R S are expensive 

• J people. The annual cost 
of an able-bodied seaman was 
reckoned a year ago to be about 
£620. Improvements in pay and 
conditions have now increased 
the figure to £710." — The 
Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Admiralty in the debate on the 
Navy Estimates. 

* * • 
POLAR AWARD 

TH E Royal Geographical 
Society (London) have 

awarded Commander William 
Anderson, U.S.N., captain of 
the nuclear-powered submarine 

TrhVNAVY 
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" N a u t i l u s , " the Patron 's Medal 
for " a remarkable feat of 
navigation in the difficult 
terrestrial magnetic conditions 
prevailing in the vicinity of the 
north magnetic pole." The 
Patron's Medal is only awarded 
with the consent of II.M. the 
Queen. 

HIGH APPOINTMENTS 

APPOINTED Admiral of 
the Fleet in 1956, Earl 

Mouutbatten of Burma will 
shortly relinquish the position 
of First Sea Lord to become 
Chief of the Defence Staff — 
a post created in July of last 
year to streamline Britain 's 
defence, organisation. 

Earl Mouutbatten's dual 
task will be that of advising 
the Minister for Defence on 
the military aspects of the 
world situation, and at the 
same time working out with 
the Chiefs of Staff the most 
effective method of converting 
Government policy into terms 
of men and weapons. In ad
dition, Earl Mouutbatten will 
represent Britain on the mili
tary committee of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organisation. 

Born in 1900. Earl Mount-
batten has had one of the 
most brilliant careers in naval 
history. In this he followed a 
distinguished father. Prince 
Louis of Battenberg. a grand
son of Queen Victoria and an 
Admiral in the Royal Navy, 
who was First Sea Lord at the 
beginning of World War One. 
Although a man of outstand
ing ability. Prince Louis ' 
name and German ancestry 
coupled with the position he 
held, led to public outcry in 
1914. He resigned from the 
Service at the peak of his 
career, and, in 1917, translated 
a German name into its Eng
lish equival; nt — Mouutbatten. 
His son, the present Earl , then 
a naval cadet, is said to have 
sworn that he in turn would 
become First Saa Lord. He has 
done so and been much else 
besides. 
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Beginning the Second World 
War as a captain in command 
of a destroyer flotilla, Earl 
Mountbatten was Allied Sup
reme Commander, South-East 
Asia, when, in September, 1945, 
he received in Singapore the 
surrender of all Japanese 
forces in the area. At that 
time he held the acting rank 
of full Admiral — the youngest 
supreme commander since 
Napoleon. 

Picked by Mr. Churchill to 
relieve the seventy-year-old 
Admiral of the Fleet Sir 
Rodger Keys, who had per
formed invaluable service in 
building up the Commandos 
and in pressing forward the 
design and construction of 
invasion craft, Captain Mount-
batten became Chief of Com
bined Operations early in 1942 
in the rank of Rear Admiral. 
To that was added the corres
ponding ranks of Lieutenant-
General and Air-Marshal, in 
recognition of the varied 
nature of his work and con
tacts. 

The last of the British 
Viceroys and the first con
stitutional Governor-General 
of India, this gifted uncle of 
the Duke of Edinburgh re

ceived an earldom in 1947, 
when his appointment lapsed 
with the coming into being of 
the new dominions of India 
and Pakistan. Ear l Mount-
batten then returned to duty 
with the Royal Navy, and be
fore going to the Admiralty 
as First Sea .Lord, he was 
C.-in-C. Mediterranean. 

His successor as First Sea 
Lord will be Admiral Sir 
Charles Lamb, G.C.B., who 
and has since been C.-in-C. 
was Second Sea Lord in 1956 
Mediterranean. 

ADMIRAL* ' 8 A W E E 
PLENTY TOO MUCH" 

SOME ratings in the Papua-
New Guinea Division of the 

Royal Australian Navy who 
were recently addressed by the 
F lag Officer Commanding the 
Australian Fleet (Rear Admit al 
G. G. O. Gatacre) in pidgin 
English, said afterwards that 
" R i g Fella masta belong 
Melbourne — sawee plenty too 
much ." 

Rear Admiral Gataere, on 
his way back from the Far East 
in H.MA.S. "Melbourne , " 
called at H.M.A.S. " T a r a n -
g a u , " the R.A.N, base on 
Manus Island. On landing, 

July, I t t t 
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Rear Admiral Oatacre was 
received by a guard of honour 
mounted by members of the 
Papua-New Guinea Division, 
which has a strength of about 
100 and is drawn from natives 
in the Australian territories. 

l ie was impressed by their 
bearing and appearance, ami 
addressed them as follows:— 
"Now altogether man belong 
Navy belong P.N.O. Me lookim 
strong along you. Now 
altogether shirt na trousers na 
sandals belong you. Km e 
straight-true. Me likim gut. 
Altogether something belong 
you em e number one." Other 
ratings said of Rear Admiral 
Oatacre's ability to speak 
pidgin English " l i e speak ini 
strong." 

The "Melbourne" and five 
other ships of the R.A.N, 
recently took part in the 
important exercise S K A 
DEMON in the Smith China 
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Sea, in which other ships of 
the SEATO nations were also 
engaged. 

* * * 
GOOD WORK IN A 

HURRICANE 

A F T E R having visited 
Wellington (N-Z.), the 

cadet-midshipman training 
ship, H.M.A.S. "Swan," left 
Auckland for Norfolk Island 
on the evening of Friday, 13th 
March. That was asking for it. 

By the time "Swan" reached 
the Bay of Islands it was 
squally and rough, and early 
the following morning news 
received showed that a hurri
cane, then centred about 500 
miles away, was moving in the 
ship's direction. 

The captain of "Swan." 
Commander B. II. Loxton. 
R.A.N., had been in a cyclone 
off the coast of Western 
Australia just a year pre
viously, and knowing that it 
would be impossible to get his 
ship clear to seaward, made for 
Port Tepuna, even though the 
area was only partially 
surveyed and there was real 
risk of grounding on a falling 
tide. The hurricane by this time 
was within 300 miles of his 
position, and the velocity of the 
wind was increasing all the 
time. 

The thirty cadet-midshipmen 
on board were seeing what the 
Beaufort Scale could really do. 
for. with " S w a n " anchored in 
something over three fathoms 
and dragging at that, berth 
had to be shifted to a more 
sheltered spot. Even here the 
engines were necessary to 
relieve the strain on the cables, 
for the ship was yawing and 
snatching in what was by now 
the kind of howling gale that 
made it impossible for anyone 
to remain on the forecastle. 

By 2200, the velocity of the 
wind reached its maximum 
force of 110 m.p.h., or 15 on 
the scale devised originally by 
Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort 
in 1805. It was a hurricane-

plus; the kind of thing to make 
a brass monkey sit down or 
else, but when it wore itself 
out towards morning, the only 
damage found was some strip
ping of paint on the aerials. 

" S w a n " weathered a bad 
night well. Another ship 
sheltering nearby dragged her 
anchors three times, to end up 
aground with damaged rudder 
and propellers. It could happen 
to anyone, and. even if luck 
played a part as it always does 
in such circumstances. Com
mander Loxton showed skill 
and seamanship of a kind that 
won him the commendation of 
the Commonwealth Naval 
Board. 

Commander Loxton was bom 
in Sydney in 1924 and is a 
graduate of the R.A.N. College. 
He has been captain of 
"Swan" since December. 1957. 
and will shortly leave for the 
United States to begin the I \S . 
command course 

* * * 
TOUJOURS L AMOUR 

UNDER a heading with 
universal appeal. "The 

Sailor" (South Africa) offers 
the following study in interna
tional trianguiation:— 

"If a woman and two men 
are shipwrecked on a desert 
island for a month, what would 
happen ? 

If they're Spanish, one of 
the men would kill the 
other. 

If they're Italian, the woman 
would kill one of the men. 

If they're English, nothing 
would happen, because 
they hadn't been intro
duced. 

If they're American, nothing 
would happen, because the 
men would be too busy 
talking business to join the 
lady. 

If they are French — there 
is no problem." 

And if Australian, we might 
add, they would probably 
organise a sweep on the Mel
bourne Cup — do you think so? 
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RECENT ANTARCTIC 
ACTIVITIES 

IN a review of Australian 
activities in Antarctica which 

appears in "Current Notes", 
the Minister for External 
Affairs (Mr. R. G. Casey) 
explains that the heavy pro
gramme of work ahead neces
sitated the charter of a second 
vessel, the "Magga Dan", a 
sister ship to "Thala Dan". 

Summarising the highlights 
of 1958, Mr. Casey began by 
saying that two weeks after the 
"Thala D a n " had left to 
return to Melbourne in March, 
1958, a party of five men set out 
by tractor train to make gravity 
measurements and seismic 
soundings of the ice depth 
between Mount Henderson and 
the Casey Range, 20 miles 
south-west of Mawson. This 
was the first time a journey 
on this scale had been under
taken in the Antarctic Autumn. 
It was found that the bottom 
of the ice ranged between 100 
feet above to 300 feet below 
sea level. 

During August, the Aus
tralian A man-tie flight, which 
was the first stationed at Maw
son in 1956, made its first 
emergency flight. A Beaver air-
i raft on its way to the Davis 
station had to make a forced 
landing because of engine 
trouble about 75 miles east of 
Mawson. Repairs were made 
tinder trying weather condi
tions and the aircraft flown 
back to Mawson. August was 
also notable for the discovery 
of another Emperor penuin 
rookery near Cape Darnley, 180 
miles east of Mawson. As far 
as was known four years ago 
there were only five such rook
eries in the world. There were 
now six of them within 300 
miles of Mawson. 

In the spring, a party of five 
men left Mawson with a tractor 
train and ollowed the route 
used by the 1957 party to a 
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THE ZINC ALLOY DIE CASTERS' ASSOCIATION 
OF AUSTRALIA 

point 237 miles south of Maw
son taking gravity measure
ments on the way. The party 
then turned northwards and 
travelled about 30 miles to the 
west of the outward route 
making seismic soundings of 
the ice thickness. The ice was 
found to be up to 8,500 feet 
thick and to extend down to 400 
feet below sea level. 

During October, the Antarc
tic flight began a busy pro
gramme which entailed more 
than 1,000 hours flying up to 
10th December when the land
ing strip on the ice at Mawson 
Harbour began to break up. 
Supplies were dropped to field 
parties, there were reconnais
sance and photographic flights, 
a geologist and surveyor were 
taken to selected points for 
geological surveys, astro
nomical determinations made of 
positions and depots laid for a 
party journeying overland from 
Amundsen Bay (350 miles 
west) to Mawson with dog 
sledges. 

.._: .~:. 

(in the 28th November, this 
three man party with the 13 
husky dogs which had been 
flown in to Amundsen Bay set 
out on a 400 mile trek to Maw
son which it reached on 21st 
January this year. Members of 
the party made scientific obser
vations and examined rock 
exposures on the way. On 26th 
November, the Danish polar 
vessel, "Thala Dan", left Mel
bourne with a new team of 17 
men for the sub-Antarctic Mac-
quarie Island station. While at 
Maequarie, surveyors using a 
helicopter and a tellurometer 
(electronic measuring instru
ment) made an accurate survey 
of the island's east coast. 

On 26th December, the 
"Thala D a n " left Melbourne 
again—on this voyage taking 
relief parties for the Davis 
and Mawson station. When the 
ship was near Davis on 16th 
January she ran aground on 
an unchartered rock and 
holed a bulk storage tank. 

(Continued on page 21) 
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GOOD WISHES 
to 

H.M.A.S. "VAMPIRE 
and her complement 

We hove supplied many important steel forgings and costings used in the construction 

of this and other Australian-built naval vessels. 

COMMONWEALTH STEEL COMPANY LIMITED 
SPECIAL STEEL MANUFACTURERS WARATAH. N.S.W. 

BEST WISHES 

TO 

H.M.A.S. "VAMPIRE" 

and Personnel 

FROM 

JOHN 0 NEIL & COY. 
PTY. LTD. 

496 KENT STREET. SYDNEY — BM 6»J« 

Suppliers of 

"HORNE" THERMOSTATIC STEAM VAIVES 

Contractors to Royal Australian Navy 

BRIGHT STEEL 
BARS 

"MARBRITE" Bright Steel Bars in Rounds, 
Hexagons, Squares and Rectangular Sec
tions are well known to manufacturers 
throughout Australia. 

They are also supplied to the Department 
of the Navy and major Naval Contractors 
in Carbon and Alloy grades including 
Special Sections. 

GEO. H.MARTIN 
PTY. LIMITED 

32 BATHURST STREET, SYDNEY 

Telegrams: " MARSON," Sydney 

'Phone: BM2441 

Plants at Sydney, and Adelaide, South Aust. 
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ANTARCTIC ACTIVITIES 
I from pflge 19) 

The ship was freed from the 
nick the following (lay and 
temporary repairs carried out. 
Although the heaviest fast 
iee encountered by Australian 
Antartic expeditions prevented 
the ship reaching the usual 
anchorage at Davis, unloading 
began there on 27th January . 
1959, and the changeover was 
completed by :ilst January . 
The "Thala D a n " then went 
on to Mawson. Plans foi 
a coastal exploration voyage 
of Enderby Land (from 220 
10 490 miles west of Mawson) 
were abandoned because of the 
ship's condition. 

The second chartered vessel, 
the "Magga Dan," sailed from 
Melbourne on <>th January , 
1959, carrying an expedition 
led by Mr. Philip Law. Director 
i f the Department 's Antarctic 
Division. The vessel reached 
Lewis Island (1860 miles south 
and slightly west of Adelaide) 
on 13th January , and during 
two days there carried out 
partial repairs to the automatic 
weather station which had 
been damaged by a severe 
storm. After making a brief 
visit to the French Antarctic 
station Dnmont d'Urville, the 
' Magga D a n " reached the 
Wilkes station on 25th January 
with the 14 Australians and 
three Americans who will man 
the station this year The U.S. 
Navy's icebreaker "Sta ten 
I s land" reached Wilkes on 2nd 
February and two days later 
the Australians accepted cus
tody of the station. On 5th Feb
ruary, the "Magga D a n " left 
Wilkes to instal new masts at 
l he automatic weather station 
at Lewis Island. When this task 
was completed on 9th February. 
the ship set out on an explora
tory voyage along the coast of 
Oates Land which is on the 
extreme east of Australian 
Antarctic Territory and South 
of Macquarie Island, before re
turning to Melbourne. 

British Press Comment on 
Nuclear Propulsion for Ships 

TDK report from the Atomic 
Energy Authority on the 

advanced gas-cooled reactor 
was presented to the Committee 
presided over by the Civil Lord 
of the Admiralty late in Apri l : 
anil on 28/4/59 the Admiralty 
announced that a number of 
British companies had sent in 
studies on nuclear powered 
ships based on reactor systems 
in which these companies are 
interested commercially. 

The "Manchester Guardian ," 
reporting this statement on 
24/4/:>9 added :— 

"Babeoek and Wilcox 
Limited said recently that 
they had presented to the 
Admiralty a detailed proposal 
for a reactor in connection with 
the ship propulsion study for 
the Civil Lord 's committee. The 
proposal is for a pressurised 
water reactor, a large number 
of which are now in operation 
and under construction 
throughout the world-

" T h e design was based on 
the firm's experience in the 
marine and nuclear field, 
together with developments 
resulting from the work of the 
American Babcock and Wilcox 
Company in their contract for 
the construction of the reactor 
for the first nuclear merchant 
ship, due to be launched this 
year . ' ' 

The "Financia l T imes" also 
carried a short comment from 
its scientific correspondent:— 

" A decision about the 
development of U.K. nuclear 
powered civil ships will be 
taken within the next two to 
three months. Completion of 
the detailed design of the first 
U.K. nuclear powered ship is 
expected, however, to be 
delayed for a longer period. 

" T h e final decision will 
depend on the terms of the 

Ualbraith Committee, the 
designs and estimates put 
forward by U.K. companies, 
and research work carried out 
by tlie U.K. Atomic Energy 
Authority. 

"Admira l of the Fleet, Ear l 
Mountbatten of Iturma. who 
recently retired from the 
Navy after 46 years ' service, 
recalled at a Press conference 
that it was only four years ago 
that enough nuclear scientists 
had become available to start 
developing the type of nuclear 
reactor required in a sub
marine . . . " 

A CASE FOB CLEAR 
THINKING IN A 

CONFUSED FIELD 

Jus t prior to this announce
ment, an address was given at 
a conference in Holland by 
Mr. H. W. Bowker, of the 
Atomic Energy Authority, who 
said that it had still to be 
determined " 'whether there 
is. or there is likely to be, a 
reactor system that can 
produce power a t a price com
parable with that of conven
tional fuel when built in sizes 
that are required for commer
cial ships and when operated 
under marine conditions.' 

"Nevertheless, if recent 
progress could be maintained, 
it was likely that nuclear-
powered ships could be operat
ing at competitive costs within 
five to ten years . . . . " 

The address referred to work 
on reactors being done by the 
British General Electric Co., 
and by a research group of the 
Nuclear Power Plant Co. and 
Swan, Hunter & Wigkam 
Richardson: and reported also 
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very briefly addresses gi*en by 
experts from Norway ami The 
Netherlands. 

Reports have been circulat
ing that in about 10 years the 
Navy hopes tit have in commis
sion at least eight nuclear 
powered submarines and 
possibly one or even two 
surface ships. The cost of the 
submarines is estimated fit 
approximately C 1:15.000,000 
There is also a (food deal of 
speculation about the pos
sibility that at least one of the 
ships to be built to replace 
the "Queen M a r y " and the 
"Queen Elizabeth*' may have 
nuclear propulsion. 

It seems likely that for the 
moment this is "k i t e flying." 
Obviously, a great deal must 
depend on the possibility that 
the cost of a unclear propulsion 
plant can be brought within 
reasonable limits—if American 
experience is anything to go 
by, costs at present cannot be 
estimated with any certain!v. 
The * * Daily Telegraph ' ' of 
24/4/59 has given a leader to 
this question of making 
practical progress:— 

" I f this month passes with
out a statement from the 

Admiralty on reactors for 
nuclear powered ships, there 
will be keen disappointment 
among scientists working on 
the problem and in the ship
building and associated indus
tries. It is of the first import
ance that Britain should 
design, build and sail the first 
nuclear merchant ship to be a 
business proposition. As Sir 
John Cockcroft has insisted, 
the crux of the problem is to 
achieve low capital eost; and 
this means building a unit with 
which experiments can be 
made. If the Admiralty, indus
try and the scientists are really 
to achieve something, would 
the Government not be well-
advised to otter a high percent
age of the cost id" such a pilot 
ship on condition that inter
ested industries contributed the 
rest? Some of the alarming 
estimates quoted by shipping 
authorities in the past are now 
flatly contradicted by engin
eers and scientists. Perhaps Mr. 
Macmillau could compose a 
new version of the famous 
minute that produced the 
Mulberry harbour: Don't 
argue the matter. The difficul
ties will argue for them
selves ' . ' ' 

(Prom Navy League Digest I 
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Love in a 
Cold Climate 

According to press reports 
a 12-nation conference, to in
clude Australia and the Soviet 
Union, will meet in Washington 
in October, to conclude a 
treaty ensuring that Antarc
tica is used only for peaceful 
purposes. The countries attend 
ing are those which have been 
engaged in the International 
Geophysical Year activities 
amongst the *now and ice. 

The treaty proposed will 
freeze conflicting claims to 
territory in Antarctica, and 
ensure that the region is used 
only for peaceful purposes. At 
the same time, scientific inves
tigation of Antarctica by all 
countries will be permitted. 

As many as 47 preliminary 
meetings took place in Wash
ington between representatives 
of the 12 nations interested 
before the date for the October 
meeting was agreed upon. It 
has not yet been decided a' 
what level the conference will 
be held. 

In some »|iiarters it is be
lieved that a treaty can be 
concluded without any nation 
being required to renounce what 
historic rights it may have in 
the Antarctic. Once the treaty 
is signed it will be deposited 
with the United Nations. 

The area, which has consider
able significance for Australia. 
is regarded as a site for future 
space experiments. The vicinity 
of the South Pole is free of 
magnetic influence, and there
fore has great advantage for 
moon probes. 

The Soviet 1'nion went into 
Antarctica for the first time 
during the International Geo
physical Year, which began in 
1957, and has maintained 
scientific teams there since then. 

THE MERCHANT SERVICE 

New Shipping Chief 

A FORMER corvette com
mander in World War II. 

Captain A. X. Boulton (shown 
above) has been gazetted as the 
new Commonwealth Director of 
Navigation, following a distin
guished record at sea both in 
peace and war time. He will 
succeed Captain l>. S. Hull, who 
retired recently. 

Captain Boulton. who is 54, 
served his apprenticeship as a 
cadet with the Kllerman and 
Bucknall Steamship Company, 
and, in 1925, left England to 
become an officer in the Ade
laide Steamship Co. 

Besides being a Bachelor of 
Commerce and an associate in 
accountancy at the University 
of Queensland, Captain Boul
ton also holds an extra master 's 
foreign-going certificate, which 
is the highest qualification 
obtainable. 

During the war he served in 
several ships as commanding 
officer, including four years in 
command of H.M.A.S, " F r c -

mantle"'. He received special 
commendation fo r salvage 
work in connection with s.s. 
" M a r o s a " off Wilson's Pro
montory in the early part of 
the war. 

After spending seven years 
in Western Australia as Deputy 
Director of Lighthouses and 
Navigation. Captain Boulton 
took up the position of prin
cipal nautical and ship sur
veyor for the Department of 
Shipping ami Transport in 
1955. At the present time, he 
is also a member of the execu
tive committee of the Missions 
to Seamen and president of the 
Victorian branch of the Navy 
League. 

A MARINE !?iJ!;3EL WITH 
A FUTURE 

The new model of marine 
dicsel engine — the Monarch 
('lass — h a s r e a c h e d a n 
advanced stage of test bed 
trials at the works of Mirrlees, 
Bickerton & Day. TIa/.el Grove. 
Stockport. Cheshire. 

Developing a shaft horse
power of 2.400 at 300 crank
shaft revolutions per minute, 
this six-cylinder direct revers
ing engine is the first of an 
entirely new series. The Mon
arch Class engine will be built 
in 6, 8 and 10 cylinder units. 

The engine is the result of 
inviting official representatives 
of leading trawler and ship 
owners in Britain to give their 
opinions and requirements dur
ing engineering conferences at 
the Mirrlees works. 

Co-operation was given with 
enthusiasm and the finished job 
provides an interesting example 
of practical market research 
between the builders of a heavy 
engineering product and the 
potential clients. 
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AN OLD TRADITION 
As the youngest of ten ship

wright apprentices in the Wil-
liamstown Dockyard, the fif
teen - year - old .John Carroll 
guided into place the 15-ton 
keel section of the second 1,800-
ton anti-submarine frigate to 
be built in the naval dockyard. 
At present known as " ' 05" . the 
new ship is one of four Whitby 
class anti -submarine frigates 
being built for the K.A.N. 

" V a r r a " . a sister ship to 
" 0 5 " , was launched at Wil-
liamstown last September, 
while two others are being built 
at Cockatoo Island, Sydney. 
One of them has already been 
launched. 

Supervising naval architect. 
Mr. P. II. Dunsford, explained 
that the " 0 5 " would be built 
by unit fabrication, which 
started almost a year ago. 
Although certain of these units 
are almost finished, the laying 
of the keel marked commence
ment of the records of the ship. 
The vessel is due to be com
pleted in about 15 months ' 
time. 

" Y a r r a " . now fitting out, is 
•170 feet long, with a 41-foot 
beam. She will be equipped 
with the most modern anti-sub
marine detection devices, and 
armed with twin 4.5 inch guns, 
two anti - submarine mortar 
mountings, as well as both 
single and double torpedo 
tubes. 

* * * 
HISTORIC VOYAGE 

For the first time in history, 
an ocean - going vessel has 
sailed from the Atlantic Ocean 
to the city of Quebec. 750 miles 
inland, during winter-time. The 
ship involved was the Danish 
freighter "Helga D a n . " This 
passage of water will be kept 
open during the winter in 
future. 
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"THE BIG FRIENDLY STORES" 

Courtesy and service gire a pleasant glow to 

Business, and WINNS like to do Business that 

my. In that spirit they are happy to serve you. 

WINNS, Oxford Street, Sydney 

&̂  Branches 

Cruise to Pacific Battlefield 
The first opportunity for 

Australians to make a direct 
visit to Guadalcanal, in the 
Solomon Islands, where one of 
the great battles of the war in 
the Pacific was fought from 
August, 1942. to February. 
1943. will be offered in an 
Orient Line cruise from Sydney 
next year. 

The 28.000-ton Orcades will 
sail from Sydney on March 9 
for a 20 days ' 6.700-mile tour 
of British island territories in 
the Pacific, calling at Hayman 
and Green Islands in the Bar
rier Reef, Fiji and Tonga, and 
New Zealand's North Island 
cities of Auckland and Welling
ton. 

At Guadalcanal, Orcades will 
call a t Honiara, near the famous 
Henderson airfield, where much 
heavy fighting took place in 
the latter part of 1942. 

Jaycee Flag Presented to 
" S t r a t h a i r d " 

The Junior Chambers of 
Commerce of Australia will 
present a " J a y c e e " pennant to 
the captain of the P. & 0 . liner 
" S t r a t h a i r d " . The pennant 
will be flown at the ship's yard-
arm in August and September 
during her next voyage to 
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Australia, when she will be 
carrying British families as 
migrants sponsored by the 
Junior Chambers under the 
"f i r ing - out a - Br i ton" cam
paign. 

There are 133 Junior Cham
bers of Commerce in Australia, 
with a membership approach
ing 7.000, and practically every 
I ' l n i in b e r is participating. 
Already about 100 British fam
ilies have applied for nomina
tion under the scheme, which 
will guarantee jobs and accom
modation for migrants. 

Australian Refinery Capacity 
Grows 

By 1962 the crude oil capa
city of Australia 's oil refineries 
is planned to exceed 15 million 
tons a year, says the Petroleum 
Information Bureau (Aus
tral ia) . This will represent an 
increase of 31 per cent, on the 
current capacity of 11.4 million 
tons a year. In 1958. Australian 
refineries processed 89 per cent, 
of the nation's requirements of 
petroleum products. 

New addition!: to Australian 
refineries in the next three 
years will be a doubling of the 
present capacity of the Knrnell 
(N.S.W.) refinery, bringing it 
up to 4,100,000 tons a year and 

the erection of a new 1,550,000 
tons a year refinery at l la l le t t ' s 
Cove (S.A.), on which construc
tion work is to begin in 1960. 

In addition to providing for a 
greater through-put capacity of 
crude oil extensions include 
the construction of more special 
refinery units at Geelong. 
Clyde. Knrnell and l la l le t t ' s 
Cove to meet Australia 's grow
ing needs for premium grade 
oil fuels, kerosene and other 
products. 

Deep Sea Trials of Dracone 
Flexible Barge 

Mentioned some time ago, the 
first deep-sea trials of a "Dra
cone" flexible barge—a saus 
age-like floating container for 
the carriage of bulk liquid 
cargo such as oil—have been 
completed in the North Sea. 
The " D r a c o n e " — of a type 
with 40 tons capacity — was 
unwound from a reel on which 
it had been transported by 
lorry and filled through a pipe 
connection as it lay on the 
water. 

After experimental trials, 
the " D r a c o n e " was towed by 
an ocean-going tug for Flush
ing, the 260 nautical mile voy
age being completed at an 
average speed of 6.8 knots. 
The Tees Towing Company. 
owners of the deep sea tug. 
reported that, although the tug 
experienced a good deal of 
rough water, there were no 
serious problems and the tow-
rope loading was far less than 
they had expected for a con
tainer of this size. The " D r a 
cone" towed throughout in a 
perfectly docile manner, with
out yawing or snatching. 

Officials of Imperial Chemical 
Industries state that transport
ations of chemical cargoes in 
these containers appear "to be 
practicable. I t should be pos
sible for a normal cargo vessel 
to take the containers in tow 
without materially increasing 
fuel costs, or reducing speed or 
conventional payload. 

THE NAVY 
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FOR SEA CADETS 

CARE and MAINTENANCE 
AT the end of the summer 

boating season, all units 
should have made plans for the 
cleaning, painting, and repair
ing of their boats. 

The majority of units arc 
probably well versed in the 
correct procedure, but it is 
hoped that the following 
instructions may be of assist
ance to many units, and, if 
conscientuoiisly observed, will 
ensure that their boats give 
long anil faithful service. 

General Maintenance: 

1. Cleanliness is the first 
principle in the care of boats 
and fittings. 

2. Tidiness will follow, if 
cleanliness is observed 

A boat must be cared for as 
a persona! article if you are to 
be proud of its appearance and 
subsequent performance. 

If conditions permit, the boat 
should be removed from the 
water, drain plugs taken out, 
and the inside and outside of 
the boat washed by swamping, 
i.e.. with buckets of water. The 
hull should then be dry 
swabbed, drain plugs replaced, 
and the boat placed under 
cover in a well-aired, but not 
draughty shed. If the boat is 
expected to be laid up for any 
lengthy period, it should be 
kept wet with a few buckets 
of water in the bottom. 

It is essential that boats 
should be well chocked to 
prevent undue strain on any 
one part of the hull, i.e., should 
the boat be supported only in 
the centre, then hogging of the 
keel will undoubtedly result, 
whilst if it is only supported 
at each end, sagging will occur. 
Oreat care is essential, there
fore, in the chocking, as too 
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much weight on one side can 
also alter the shape. 

The boat must not be 
subject to sudden draughts, as 
timber, irrespective of type, 
absorbs moisture and constant 
changes of atmosphere tend to 
cause one side of the boat to 
expand unequally to the other, 
causing splitting of the 
planking. 

A WINTER JOB 
WORTH DOING 

Any preservatives which 
contain linseed oil, or a similar 
product, will close the grain 
of the wood and prevent splits 
occurring in the planking. 
Rigging and fittings should be 
kept dry and clean. Rope, if 
coiled wet and stored, will rot 
quickly, and fittings if not 
properly dried will soon rust 
and deteriorate. 

Oars, masts and spars should 
be stored lying flat on a rack 
if possible, or alternatively, 
stowed upwards and not 
allowed to take up a permanent 
bend through lack of support. 

In all eases, ventilation is 
most important, "moving a i r " 
but not " d r a u g h t " is the ideal. 

Any boat can be well main
tained afloat but should be 
attended to at least once a 
week, opened out and cleaned, 
and the outside also washed 
down. 

If regular weekly mainten
ance is carried out, the possi
bility of major defects, and 
thereby heavy financial expen
diture, is unlikely to occur, but 
neglect in all cases can only 
aggravate the cause and make 
maintenance irksome and also 
expensive. 

Painting: 
Before painting, boats must 

be thoroughly washed down in 
fresh water and allowed to dry 
out. Where the existing paint 
is chipped or blistered it must 
be completely removed. 

Removal of old paint can be 
done by cither burning off with 
a blowlamp, rubbing down with 
ginss-paper or pumice, or 
scraping off with a paint 
remover. In the latter case the 
surface must be washed clean 
with turpentine substitute 
before any painting is com
menced. Similar treatment 
must be given to paint which 
is not adhering well to metal 
fittings: hut in this case, 
removal can be most easily 
achieved by the use of a wire 
brush. 

All bare wood that is to be 
painted should be given one 
coat of a suitable wood primer, 
and all bare metal a coat of 
yellow zinc chromate primer, 

(Concluded on page 27) 



OUR BEST WISHES FOR SMOOTH SAILING TO THE 

H.M.A.S. "VAMPIRE" 
FROM 

TAUBMANS MARINE DIVISION 
Contractors to the Royal Australian Navy 

For all Underwater Paints and Compositions 
Including the Grey Mercurial Compositions 

And the New 

VINYL ANTI-FOULING PAINTS 
All Taubmans Marine Paints are available through 

THE RED HAND COMPOSITIONS CO. AUSTRALIA £ 
No. 2. CIRCULAR QUAY EAST, SYDNEY Telephones: BU668I. BU 6682 

J O I N T H E NAVY LEAGUE 

The object of the Navy League in Australia, like 
its older counterpart, the Navy League in Britain, 
is to insist by all means at its disposal upon the 
vital importance of Sea Power to the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. The League sponsors 
the Australian Sea Cadet Corps by giving technical 

sea training to and instilling naval training in boys 
who intend to serve in Naval of Merchant services 
and also to those sea-minded boys who do not 
intend to follow a sea career, but who, given this 
knowledge, will form a valuable Reserve for the 
Naval Service. 

The League consists of Fellows (Annual or Life) and Associates. 

All British subjects who signify approval to the objects of the League are eligible. 

S u u WJ^ A S K V?V TO,,OIN a n d s w e » <"» members so that the Navy League in Australia may be 
widely known and exercise an important influence in the life of the Australian Nation" 

For particulars, contact The Secretary, 83 Pitt Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 
or The Secretary, 443 Little Collins Street, Melbourne, C . I , Victoria 

or one of the Hon. Secretaries eii: 
• Box 376E, G.P.O., Brisbane, Queensland 
• 726 Sandy Bay Rd., Lower Sandy Bay, Hobart 
• P.O. Box 90, Darwin, N.T. 

u 

• 30 Pirie Street, Adelaide, S.A. 
• 62 Blencowe St., West Leederville, W . A . 
• 60 Limestone Ave., Ainslie, Canberra, A.C.T. 
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CASE AND MAINTENANCE 
(from page 25) 

followed by one undercoat and 
one or two coals of weather-
work paint. 

Above tile waterline. the 
exterior woodwork should be 
given one coat of wood primer, 
followed by one undercoat and 
one or two coats of weather-
work paint. An overnight dry 
must be allowed between each 
coat, and certainly before the 
boat is brought into use. 

lielow the waterline. there 
are two processes that can be 
used, hi the first case, when 
foaling is occurring, the 
exterior woodwork can be 
given two coats of sonic good 
marine paint, allowing six 
hours drying time between 
<-oats. followed by one coat of 
anti-fouling composition. 

In the second case, it can be 
iriven two full coats of black 
bituminous com posit ion-

The drying time is four to 
six hours between coats. Of 
these two processes, the second 
is considerably cheaper and can 
be fully recommended. It also 
gives first-class resistance in 
making the boat watertight. 

The boat should be placed in 
the water a few hours after 
anti-fouling has been completed 
and not allowed to remain on 
dry land for long periods. 

The interior woodwork 
should be treated in exactly 
the same way as the exterior 
woodwork above the waterline. 
This process can also be URed 
under the bottom boards, but 
it is suggested that where 
softening of the timbers occurs, 
and in order to improve the 
watertightness, two full coats 
of black bituminous composi
tion be used. 

It is essential that before 
painting with bitumastic, all 
old paint should he removed, 
and that the bare wood is first 
treated with some solution such 
as clear cuprinol. 

Oars, masts, spars, etc., 
should be well washed down 

NOTES from Here and There 
VMJL 

THICK K is a lot of heartburn
ing in the U.S. Navy at 

the news that " T h e Back-hone 
of the N a v y " may be scrapped. 
Traditionally the back-bone of 
the Navy are the Warant 
Officers who at. present number 
some 5,000. 

Two factors are militating 
against the continued existence 

'Of Warrant Officers. One is 
;thc creation of super chief 
petty officers whose work and 
authority arc now almost iden

t i ca l with those of Warrant 
Officers. The other is the lack 
of strength of the Limited 

! Duty Officers who have been 
1 promoted from enlisted men. 

I There is a movement afoot 
;at the highest levels to abolish 
Warrant Officer rank and to 
translate existing Warrant Offi
cers either to Limited Duty 
Officers (similar to the British 
Special Duties List) with com
missioned rank, or to super 
chief petty officer status while 
retaining their former rate of 
pay. 

It looks as if the Americans 
are going to take a leaf out of 
the British Book. Warrant 
Officers in the Royal Navy 
were abolished some years ago. 

!i , 

and given one or two coats of 
seaplane varnish. About six to 
eight hours should be allowed 
between the application of each 
coat. 

The secret of good painting 
depends on the time and energy 
that is put into the preparation, 
and whilst the stripping and/or 
rubbing down may prove 
tedious, by carrying out this 
part of the work conscien
tiously, units will find that the 
final painting will produce a 
better and more lasting result. 

(Prom " T h e Navy" ) 

FRANCE 

TH E Israeli d e s t r o y e r s 
" J a f f a " (or "Yaffo") , ex-

H.M.8. " Z e a l o u s " and 
"Ki l a th" , ex-H.M.S. "Zodiac" , 
with the patrol craft " N o g a h " , 
have joined the French Fleet 
in Toulon. 

The Czech c a r g o - b o a t 
" L i d i c e " carrying 580 tons of 
arms and ammunition, was 
brought into Oran by a French 
naval patrol in April. The 
ship's papers showed that she 
was bound lor Vietnam; but 
once at sea she received order* 
to make for Casablanca, which 
does not look like the shortest 
course to Asia. 

At a recent SBATO con
ference in New Zealand, Vice 
Admiral Ortoli of France is 
reported to have stated that 
France would develop her 
naval base in New Caledonia. 
Noumea already has a naval 
base and airfield with Welling
ton bombers, a frigate, a sloop 
and two mine sweepers. 

* * * 
CANADA 

THE " T r i b a l " class des
troyer, H.M.C.S. " M i c m a c " 

was commissioned at Halifax 
on 10th March. She was the 
first destroyer built in Canada, 
at Halifax Shipyards, and she 
entered service in September, 
1945. 

* * * 
H.M.C.S. " K o o t e n a y " 

Commissioned 

HER Majesty's Canadian 
Ship " K o o t e n a y " was com

missioned at Vancouver on 7th 
March, as the fourth of the 
"Res t igouche" class destroyer 
escorts and the first of this class 
to be completed on the West 
Coast. 

The " K o o t e n a y " was laid 
down at the Burrard Dry Dock 
Company's North Vancouver 
shipyard on 21st August, 1952 
and was launched on 15th June 
1954. 

July. 1959 
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MR. Charles W. Aston, the 
General Manager of the 

I*. & (). Company responsible 
Cor financial matters, recently 
visited Australia studying con
ditions out here and endeavour
ing to assess Australian public 
opinion on a number of 
economic matters. 

In an endeavour to make 
clearer some of these problems. 
Mr. Aston gives below a brief 
cutiinc on shipping economics. 

When a man loses his job 
or finds that his income is 
reduced, one of his first 
thoughts is how he can re
trench. How can lie reduce his 
current expenditure so as to 
keep out of the red, and how 
can he pay for the refrigerator, 
the washing machine, the TV. 
and the motor car that he has 
bought on the hire purchase 
system ? 

Kxactly the same problem 
faces shipping companies the 
world over, and in England in 
particular, to-day. 

Bight per cent, of the world's 
shipping is laid up through 
lack of employment. In the 
case of the U.K. fleet 6.3 per 
cent, is laid up. The ships that 
are still running arc suffering 
from a shortage of cargo and 
a reduction in earnings. 

Owners of cargo liners 
serving Australia, such as P. 
& O. and other well-known 
companies, are not immune 
from the slump that has over
taken shipping. Contrary to 
what may be supposed, they 
do not operate under a cost-
plus arangement. Although 
there is a formula that is used 
to ascertain the facts before 
shippers and shipowners begin 
tc negotiate adjustments to 

rates of freight for wool, meat, 
fruit and a variety of other 
Australian products, ship
owners are not guaranteed any 
particular rate of profit, or, 
indeed, any profit at all. 
.Negotiations in 1956 resulted 
in shipowners accepting lower 
rates than would have been 
justified by the formula; in 
1957 a small increase was 
justified but was waived—so 
much for guaranteed profits. 

Reduced earnings combined 
with shortages of various types 
of cargo in different parts of 
the world have brought about 
a state of affairs in which 
many ships on the high seas 
to-day do no more than cover 
their out-of-pocket running 
expenses, without any margin 
to cover depreciation and 
interest. There is little scope 
in ship management for 
drastic economies in running 
expenses: upkeep, which is 
one ' of the big items of 
expense, cannot be allowed to 
fall into arrears without lower
ing the standard at sea; crew 
wages and fuel consumption, 
two other large items, give 
little latitude for effecting 
economies, while loading and 
discharging expenses are 
largely beyond the control of 
the shipowners. 

Here is clearly a case for 
the shipowner to watch ex
penditure closely and cut out 
everything that is unnecessary. 
Yet if a fleet of cargo ships 
is to be kept up to a state of 
maximum efficiency there must 
be a policy of regular scrap
ping of old ships and their 
replacement by new- ones. The 
owner of a motor car will 
readily appreciate this. But 
whereas one can go. to a dealer 

THE: NAVY 
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and buy a new car at will, to 
buy a new cargo ship is 
something that has to be 
planned several years ahead. 

If the ship is to take its 
place in a fleet of modern 
cargo liners, it will have to be 
specially designed for the par
ticular purposes of the trade 
for which it is intended. When 
the details are decided, con
struction cannot be started 
until a slip-way is available. 
If there is a brisk demand for 
new ships (as there has been 
ever since the end of the war) 
it may be two or three years 
before a vacant slip-way 
becomes available and then 
the construction of the ship 
will occupy at least twelve 
mouths or perhaps two years, 
according to its size and com
plexity. 

So from the time when a new-
ship is first planned until the 
time it is delivered, there may 
be a lapse of four or five years. 
In the meantime, the state of 
the freight market may 
uidically alter as it has done 
in the last twelve months. 

Very rarely does he have in 
hand the whole of the money 
that is required to pay for a 
ship before he signs the build
ing contract. A glance at 
recent published figures of a 
representative selection of 
British shipping companies 
will show that not one of them 
had sufficient free cash in hand 
to meet its building commit
ments, and, of course, build
ing contracts like any other 
form of contract can only be 
cancelled on payment of a 
penalty. 

Payment for a ship will 
usually be spread over the 
building period, in five instal
ments, the first being payable 
when the keel is laid, the 
timing of the other instalments 
being determined by the pro
gress made by the ship
builders. It is normal practice 
to rely in part at least upon 
receiving nteoine from existing 
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ships to help in paying for a 
new ship under construction. 

It is true that a shipowner 
may be able to borrow in the 
capital market in order to 
make good the deficiency in 
his resources. But the present 
rate of interest payable on 
such loans would be at least 
6 per cent, per annum and 
who. amongst shipowners, is 
going to borrow at 6 per cent, 
unless he can see the ship 
earning at least that rate of 
return when she is in the 
water f 

Freights will have to im
prove a great deal before 
voyages begin to show profits 
again. There is not very much 
that individual shipowners can 
do to improve matters. By 
laying up, they reduce the 
number of ships that are com
peting in the world markets 
for available cargoes. But the 
first to benefit from any result
ing rise in freights will be the 
owners who have kept their 
ships running. Owners of 
cargo liners are obliged in 
any event to continue to serve 
their established trades and 
place their services at the 
disposal of shippers. One of 
Conference system is that 
the fundamental benefits of the 

ships sail in bad times as well 
as in good, even to the extent 
of sailing when the voyage can 
only result in a loss. 

So there is the problem 
facing the shipowner who has 
ordered a new ship. If work 
has not yet begun on the con
struction of the ship and In
takes a pessimistic view of the 
future of rates of freight he 
may decide to cut his loss, 
cancel the contract and pay a 
penalty for so doing. 

If the ship is already under 
construction and is of tram]) 
type intended for general 
trading, he might be able to 
sell her on the stocks (but at 
a loss), and a certain number 
of such ships, brand new, have 
been offered for sale in recent 
months at reductions of as 
much as 30 per cent, below; 
the building cost. 

If the ship is a cargo liner 
designed for a particular trad* 
she may be almost unsaleable, 
and the shipowner has no 
alternative but to hold on, keep 
his fingers crossed and hope 
that when he has to employ 
the ship in the water he will 
be able to cover his running 
expenses for the next year or 
two until the tide turns. 

—From 'The Maritime Journal" . 

i 
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Congratulations 
COCKATOO 
DOCK and 
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H.M.A.S. "VAMPIRE" 
Good Luck to all who sail in her 
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THE RECORD 
GROWS 

By "Aniens" 

The Service has been fortu
nate in its historians. Botli 
Arthur W. Jose and 0. Heruion 
(•ill have dealt in a distin
guished manner with the story 
of the Royal Australian Navy. 
Although their work is separ
ated by nearly forty years, the 
books of both these authors 
should be read together, be
cause the tale they tell has a 
prevailing patten. 

The development of the 
R.A.N, falls neatly into sections. 
From the line-of-battle ship to 
a battle-cruiser covers a period 
in naval history as revolution
ary in thought and techni
cal achievement, as is likely 
to be seen in the coming 
nuclear age. Sail gave way to 
steam, electronics introduced a 
wider field, yet none of these 
things altered the basic prin
ciples of sea power. As Thcr-
mistocles said, "he who com
mands the, sea has command of 
everything," and the how anil 
why of it are incidental. 

In the days of sail a ship
master was his own master, 
until the claims of Empire led 
to sea lanes running between 
dockyards or coaling stations. 
As briefly described by Jose in 
his "History of the R.A.N. 
(1914-18)", the way in which 
an Australian navy emerges 
from the colonial commitments 
of the Royal Navy has all the 
fascination of a boy's adventure 
book. It 's a heartening story, 
too, for the idea was never 
forced upon Australia. Local 
opinion demanded a navy, and 
in the end achieved one. 

The expansion of Qerman 
interests in the Pacific led as 
it was bound to do, to that 
bright, clear October morning 
in 1913, when, as Jose puts it, 
the battle-cruiser,'-'Australia'' 

'TrVtlAVY 
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passed through Port Jackson 
Heads. "Within a year," he 
continues, "she passed out 
again to capture Qerman colon
ies and drive a German squad
ron from the Western Pacific." 

It's a grand tale, still 
remembered as "a short spec
tacular period when ships of the 
If.A.N. acted together or under 
a single command." Th n as 
now, Australia's sea communi
cations were of vital concern, 
ami the elusive Von Spec and 
his German-China Squadron 
remained a threat until brought 
lo action and destroyed in the 
Falkland Islands. That too was 
inevitable. We had command 
of the seas. 

It is at this stage that G. 
Ilermon Gill, the official Naval 
Historian of the Second World 
War, lakes over the record. 
Kully documented and ex
tremely well written, his 
account begins with a chapter 
summarising those troubled 
years, when an Empire wearied 
to the verge of exhaustion 
tried to preserve itself with 
words alone. One might be 
rending about the present day. 

In the fog of indecision that 
hung about the League of 
Nations, public opinion in Aus
tralia boxed the compass. It is 
the more surprising therefore 
to find that the country still 
persisted in a naval programme, 
which, both in ships and men, 
provided a solid foundation on 
ivhich to build when events in 
1039 called for rapid expan
sion. Moreover, officers gradu
ated from the Naval College 
had by that time reached a 
stage in seniority, that gave to 
the R.A.N, the character which 
the people of Australia had 
always wanted. 

There was no enemy at hand 
as there had been in 1914. There 
was none of that "short, spec
tacular period" that Jose spoke 
about. But the pattern re
mained the same. Australia's 
naval units did what they had 
done before; assumed the place 
required of them in the Royal 
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Navy, and on account of a \ 
close association in times of 
peace, did so in such a way that 
in the next couple of years, a 
cap tally required careful 
scrutiny to pick out the letters 
•H.M.A.S.". 

(rill's work is as wide in | 
scope as the war itself. The 
heroic days of the Tobruk 
Kerry Service, of Crete and 
Calabria and the high spot of 
"Sydney's" engagement with 
"Bartolomeo Colleoni", are 
woven into the long dull days 
that everybody knew. The 
rhythm of events leads on to 
Singapore, and a shorter focus 
that centres upon the arc of 
islands that became Australia's 
front line. 

Step by step the record 
grows. With the decline of 
Germany, Australian ships and 
personnel return to clinch the 
matter on their home ground. «««}»•«• <;•••,. «e 

. {"Squid" typi 

LATH8T FROM OHTJJt 

T WO very fine destroyers of 
substantial size and compre

hensive armament are being 
completed for the Chilean 
Navy in Great Britain. Both 
ships were built and engined 
by Vickers-Armstrongs, Ltd. 

The two new ships are the 
"Almirante Williams" and the 

••'Almirante Riveros" which 
have a standard displacement 
of 2,730 tons and a full load 
displacement of 3,300 tons with 
,in overall length of 402 feet, 
a beam of 43 feet and a maxi
mum draught of 13 feet 4 
inches. Their armament con
sists of four 4-inch automatic 
gnus in single mountings, six 
40 mm. anti-aircraft guns, five 
21 inch torpedo tubes in a quin
tuple set, and two triple-
b a r r e l l e d a nt i-submarine 
depth charge mortars of the 

and with them comes a recip 
rocal movement of British 
naval units. If not exactly rul
ing the waves, Britannia still 
continued to ride them with 
accustomed ease. 

the angle of their own experi
ence. The historian cannot 
afford that luxury. He must 
unravel what is often contra
dictory evidence, and sift it 
time and time again. It is a 
lengthy business requiring re
search in naval "rchives all 
over the world. 

Hermon Gill began his two-
j » — — • — - — - - - - , - , . 

The layout and general 
arrangement of the ships are 
rather conventional with two 

i funnels, and the main anna 
| menl disposed two guns for-

As always happens, those ward and two aft. The 4-inch 
with knowledge of the subject ;have a range of 12,500 yards, 
approach war histories from ! or over seven miles, and an 

'! elevation of 75 degrees. 
Ijfwpi>mem«mw»»f»fi—m»iwj»0ieijl> 

volume task in 1946, and, with 
one volume published, is about 
one-third of the way through 
the second one. 

Together they will complete 
a story of interest to all readers 
of 'The Navy". 

Best wishes to HM.A.S. "Vampire" 

INGOT METALS LTD. 
6 HUNTLEY STREET, ALEXANDRIA 

Telephon*: M X 3471 

CONTRACTORS TO ROYAL AUSTRAUAN NAVY 
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THE WORK 
GOES ON 

Opened on Ju ly 1, 1957, the 
" I G Y " is officially over. But 
after eighteen months of 
unprecedented scientific ex
plorations on an international 
scale, tens of thousands of 
documents will have to lie 
analyzed and classified and 
many of the 400(1 principal 
geophysical stations will pursue 
their observations. There is still 
so much to be done And since 
the scientific co-operation 
during the Inst IK months has 
proved so profitable it will 
continue during this year, not 
as a " y e a r " but under 
the designation "Internat ional 
(ieophvsical Co-operat ion 
1959." 

The aim of the IGY had been 
to record what is going on in 
our planet and its atmosphere. 
I t had been chosen because this 
particular period of 19.">7/58 
was one of maximum solar 
activity. I ts results are 
extremely valuable though they 
may not. with the exception of 
artificial satellites and space-
travel, seem spectacular. 

Popular imagination has 
been stimulated by the 
launching of artificial moons 
during the IOY, ami even more 
so by the first man-made missile 
sent out into space beyond 
terrestrial attraction. This 
latter event took place, in fact, 
right after the ICY had offici
ally ended, but the difference 
of a few days is irrelevant. 

What is more important is 
the practical result that may be 
achieved in interplanetary 
travel. The oeeanographers 
have found out that life exists 
in the deepest oceans, even 
beneath, the sea bed, and that 
currents circulate on the floor 
of the oceans. This may be 
important for the solution of 
the problem of dumping atomic 
waste material. Such waste 
from industrial reactors is 
being dropped into calm waters 
of the Seven Seas. But if these 
waters are not so calm as they 
were thought to be, it may 
prove useful to jettison the 
dangerous atomic waste into 
outer space. If it is possible to 
send missiles into the solar 
system, why not load them with 
atomic waste and thus get rid 
of it? 

One of the main objects of 
the IOY was to gain better 
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knowledge of the structure of 
the Antarctic, its influence on 
climate and weather. It can 
now be assumed that Antarc
tica is not just a " con t inen t , " 
a single land mass, but a 
complex of island and moun
tain chains, since it seems to 
be lower in some places than 
the level of the seas. Another 
fact is that its glaciers arc 
slowly melting. (So are the 
glaciers of Scandinavia). 
Observation discloses that 
Scandinavia is rising at a rate 
of about a centimetre a year, 
while the terri tory of The 
.Netherlands is sinking at the 
same rate-

A vast mineral-rich region 
has been discovered in the 
Pacific, with millions of scpiare 
miles laden with manganese. 
Iron, cobalt and copper. An 
intense band of radiation. 
increasing in intensity with 
altitude, was discovered at a 
height of 2.">0 miles. On tin-
other hand, a British scientist 
formulated a theory according 
to which the terrestrial atmos
phere extends to an altitude of 
about 112,000 miles — that is, 
about half the distance from 
the earth to the moon. He 
believes that the sun's atmos
phere extends to the earth and 
encompasses the whole of the 
solar system. But it can be 
assume] that gases, if they do 
exist at such distances, have 
merely an atomic form, which 
means that there are only 
atoms far apar t from one 
another. 

It may be many years before 
the data already obtained 
during the IOY will have 
yielded all their hidden mean
ing. Research goes on. But 
beyond its scientific results the 
IGY has already achieved 
something whose importance 
cannot he rated too highly: 
international co - operation 
among 66 nations. In this 
respect, the IGY has been a 
" h a p p y y e a r . " 

(From " W o r l d Ve te ran" ) 
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••Tin- l.iHtti anil tin Dtep Blue 
Sin". KIJ I in rlu ml Koark. 
(Hodder ct- Hloughton). Ausl. 
I>ricr, IS 9, 

p i ) K the captain of a full-
rigged ship to keep a wife at 

his elbow to comfort and 
advise him and make just the 
right suggestions at the right 
lime all sounds a little larger 
than life, until it is remembered 
that, as late as 194K. the skipper 
of the four-masted barque 
" P a m i r bad bis wife on board 
when the ship's time from Wel
lington (N.Z.I to tide-water in 
the river Thames was eighty 
days five hours. But the lady 
in Curiam! Koark's yarn sailed 
with her husband in the 'fifties, 
when clipper ships were ocean 
greyhounds whose sailing times 
became legends, .lenny was the 
red-headed wife of Philip 
Broadwindcr. skipper of the 
"Calcut ta E a g l e " : a man 
known in every port as the 
"P r ince of Sea Capta ins" . 
Some said that luck rode with 
him. But Jenny knew that luck 
was not the name for it. and 
this becomes more and more 
apparent as the " E a g l e " and 
the " E m p e r o r " spread, their 
towering canvas during a race 
from Melbourne to Boston 
around the Horn. A book 
worth reading.—B.H. 

"We Joined the Navy". By 
John IVmfoii. (Miehael 
Joseph). Au.it. priee. 17/-. 

J F anyone has wondered why 
he joined the Navy, here are 

the answers: all of them. " A n 
intelligent man never makes a 
good naval officer. He embar
rasses everyone" . Thus spoke 
the Admiral presiding at the 

Admiralty Interview' Board. 
One may take bis word for it 
and salute Lieutenant Com
mander Hubert Bollinger Bad
ger (known as the "Art ful 
Bodge r " ) . whose air of detach
ment and splendid war record 
are somewhat overlaid by an 
inability to say the right things 
to the right people at the right 
time. What be does say, how
ever, is both apt and witty and 
well calculated to put the feet 
of the shower of cadets who 
arrive at Dartmouth firmly 
upon the slippery path that 
leads ti, brassbound splendour. 
Kor Da Mmouth read anywhere 
the Navy trains its young. I t ' s 
not necissary to be a "Co l l ege" 
man to appreciate John Win-
ton 's first book; the funniest 
one to come our wav for a long 
t ime—B.H. 

and the description of how they 
do so provides an exciting 
climax to a perceptive and 
charming bit of writing. 

Substitute pineapples f o^r 
prawns and place the scene a 
couple of hundred miles further 
north, and Eleanor Dark ' s set
ting amongst the lantanas not ' 
far from the Queensland coast, 
concerns people who work their 
pineapple plots along the blind 
bush road that is Lantana Lane. 
Intent on finding something, 
they had missed elsewhere, they 
do what everybody thinks of 
doing at times, and how they 
fit in with the locals and what 
effect these new experiences 
have upon themselves and their 
neighbours is the day to day 
chronicle of an assortment of 
characters, ranging from a 
French woman to the kind of 
mother-of-all-living type who 
makes the world go round. It 
just depends whether you 
prefer pineapples or prawns.— 
B.H. 

"February Dark". By Anne 
run Bertoueh. (Constable). 
A ust. priee, 22 6. 

"Liintanii fame". By Eleanor 
Dork. (Collins). A ust. price, 
18 9. 

T H E S E two books have a lot 
in common. In " F e b r u a r y 

D a r k " two young school 
teachers, Peter and Helen 
Rokeby, decide to retire from 
the world of class-room compe
tition and stage their own con
test with Nature and Lake 
Bambulini. somewhere north of 
Sydney (N.S.W.). I t ' s " O n 
Our Select ion" on balloon 
ty res ; the place, the people and 
particularly the prawns suggest 
a film for everything about 
them is a trifle zany. They are 
an off-beat, amusing commun
ity, who only seem to come to 
life when the moon is full. 
Tha t ' s when the prawns run, 

July, i m 
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ATLANTIC STORY 

''Empire of the North Atlan-
/«•". R)i (SeraUl S. (irahoin. 

« {Oxford Vnirersity Press). 
pROFKSSOR lira hul l ' s study 

of rivalry and expulsion in 
the maritime history of the 
North Atlantic is too well 
known anions historians to 
need more than a reminder that 
the hook is now avaiiahle again 
in a second edition. 

To those students of sea 
power who have not yet made 
the acquaintance of this book, 
this is the chance to fill an 
obvious trap. Professor Graham 
is a recognised authority on this 
subject, and anything from his 
pen warrants attention and 
study, hut this, of course, is 
a major work, written with an 
interpretative skill which com
mands the admiration of every 
reader. It is a tribute to the 

author ' s scholarship and bis 
torical judgment that this 
second edition needed no more 
than a very few minor correc
tions, and a measure of the 
book's worth that much critical 
reading since its first publica
tion leaves it substantially un
altered.—B.C.T. 

* * * 
SURPRISE ATTACK 

•Hi/ Sea mid Hi/ Stealth". Hy 
Hurh Wilkinson. (Peter 
Dories!. 

COMMANDER Burke Wilkin
son. I ' .S.V. has collected 

some examples of surprise 
a t t a c k by unconventional 
weapons, and has described 
them in his new book. Hy un-
ciiuveutioued w e a p o n s are 
meant midget submarines, 
chariots, limpet mines, and tin' 
like. In a second, and perhaps 
less satisfactory, part of the 
hook he describes surprise 
attacks by other means, such as 
I'rien's penetration of Seapa 
How in 1939, and the Herman 
naval assault on Oslo in 11*40. 
In this category of surprise 
attack, there are perhaps more 
noteworthy examples where the 
lesson can be more forcefully* 
pointed. 

That such a book is worthy 
of study is obvious, for we can 
only learn new techniques of 
attack and new methods of 
defence from our study of the 
past. And although Com
mander Wilkinson hae little 
that is new to tell about the 
various operations which he 
describes, he has the knack of 
keeping the reader 's interest 
high and consequently of mak
ing these episodes memorable 
examples of the lessons he 
wants to preach. His book can. 
therefore, be warmly welcomed 
on two counts, that of the 
normal interest and excitement 
which always pertains to deeds 
of great daring, and also the 
need of constant preparedness 
against surprise at tacks of this 
nature, always so difficult to 
foresee and to counter.—J.H.R. 

Best wishes to 
H.M.A.S. VAMPIRE" 
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The Nucleus . . . 
At the core of our complex industrial structure is steel, the most useful metal in the world. 

Steel provides the basic raw material of our modern living, for it is well nigh impossible to think of any 

product or service which docs not require steel in some way . . . our buildings . . . machines . . . ships 

. . . the thousands of everyday pioducts we take for granted, evolve from the steel ingot 

Australia is fortunate in having a highly efficient steel industry; by supplying steel to the nation at 

reasonable prices it is plaving an important part in our national development, and through its vigorous 

expansion programme, will continue to serve our surging, national progress. 
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MANNING THE F L E E T 
A Problem in Quantity and Quality 

By REAR ADMIRAL W H. HARRINGTON, 

Second Naval Member of the Comtr 

THE essence of this problem 
is to provide at the right 

time the correct number of 
officer* and ratings trained to 
skills appropriate to the 
requirements of the Fleet and 
shore establishments, where 
more men are trained to man 
ships. 

Under present conditions we 
need something of the order 
of ten years ' notice to make 
radical changes in the officer 
structure and of the order of 
five years for changes in the 
rating structure. Therefore, the 
size and composition of the 
Fleet must he known years 
ahead if the personnel authori
ties are to be able to meet the 
commitment, Furthermore, if 
the officers and men are to be 
appropriately trained, the skills 
which they will need must be 
predicted and instructional 
facilities provided accordingly. 

Given the above factors, i.e., 
the number and type of ships 
and therefore the number of 
officers and men of each branch. 
together with a statement of 
the knowledge required to be 
imparted to each branch, we 
have the size and shape of the 
problem. There are. of course, 
many complementary aspects. 
For instance, if the officers and 
ratings are career men the 
continuing requirement for 
training is smaller than if they 
serve for short periods only, 
ami. if they hrillg with them 
on joining a sound basic educa
tion, the task is reduced. 

In an over-simplified ap
proach we might say that 
officers need to know t In

capabilities of their eq 
why it works and, 
possible, how it works! 
case of ratings, the nee 
them to know how the equip
ment works and as far as 
possible why it works. Ideally, 
it would be desirable for 
everyone to know all about the 
equipment, but the training to 
meet such a requirement would 
be so expensive as to make such 
an aspiration impracticable. At 
this stage, therefore, it is 
convenient to begin to deal 
separately with the training of 
officers and the training of 
ratings. 

• The officer entry for the 
Royal Australian Navy is made 
in an age group between 14A 
years and 19 years. There is 
also provision for young men 
up to the age of about .it) who 
are already at a University to 
enter as technical officers in 
their own professions, e.g.. 
Engineering. Electrical, Medi
cal, and Dental. Young men 
who are not already at a 
University begin their training 
as General List officers at the 
R.A.N. College, into which they 
are accepted at two educational 
levels; one at the Intermediate 
level (Normal entry) between 
the ages of 14A years and lb i 
years. the other at the 
Matriculation level (Matricula
tion entry) below the age of 
19 years. 

Having completed at the 
R.A.N. College either three 
years in the ease of the Normal 
entry or one year in the case 
of the Matriculation entry, 
they proceed to sea in a 
training ship for about six 

t then sent to 
rdom. where 

Jier 16 months 
val Col lege a t 

Dartmouth studying the more 
technical aspects of their pro
fession. They then return to 
Australia, where they complete 
their basic training by pro-

THE R.A.N. 

1921 
1939 
1945 
1958 (PN.F.) 

l o t . l 
p.rionn.l 

4,843 
5,440 

39,510 
14.000 

eeedlBg to sea with the Fleet 
for about 12 months. 

It will be observed that up 
to this stage the training of 
all officers is largely common. 
Basic training completed, the 
officers diverge into their 
various specialisations — Sea
man. Engineering, Klectrieal 
and Supply, and at the age of 
about 2+ years may be said to 
be fully trained professionally. 
They continue to serve in the 
ranks of Lieutenant. Lieu
tenant-Commander and Com
mander in their own technical 
branch in which they may sub-
specialise — the Seamen in 
Gunnery. Torpedo. Anti
submarine. Air. etc., the 
Engineers in Mechanical. 
Ordnance or Air Engineering. 
On achieving the rank of 
Captain in their 40*s, however, 
they again converge to form 
a common pool of senior 
officers of the General List. 

The reason for a General 
List is that about this level 
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in the Navy, as in many other 
professions, the requirement 
becomes largely administrative 
— and good administrators an 
to be found in all branches. It 
is true that in many senior 
appointments specialist know
ledge is still necessary, and 
many appointments can only be 
filled by officers whose training 
and experience has fitted them 
tor the particular requirement 
of tho appointment. 

In general, officers make a 
career of the N'avy and serve 
until they ;ire obliged to retire 
by virtue of having achieved 
the retiring age for their rank. 
This is not the ease with Naval 
ratings, of whom only about 
.">0 per cent, are career men. 
From the point of view of 
expense, this is unfortunate 
because tiic training commit
ment is enlarged. 

Nevertheless, it is logical to 
accept this fart with equani
mity because, although service 
at sea is attractive t<> most 

Schweppes 
DRY 

GINGER ALE 

young men while they are 
single, and they join the Navy 
for the most part at the age 
of 1H, it is only to be expected 
Ilia!. having married and 
acquired a family, a large 
proportion will wish to settle 
down ashore. In any ease, if 
they do not wish to do so 
their wives often persuade 
them. And who will blame the 
wives0 

The situation is not without 
its advantages, so long as 
sufficient Chief Petty Officers 
and Petty Officers are retained, 
in that the average age of the 
ratings remains young, and 
experience in war has shown 
that those best suited to Naval 
Service are men between the 
ages of about 21* and 35. It 
also ensures that there remains 
in the community a reserve of 
fully trained, experienced, and 
relatively youthful men who 
are available for immediate 
mobilisation. After discharge 
they remain in the Royal 
Australian Kleet Reserve for 
live years, and are considered 
to retain a state of efficiency 
for this period. In any case. 
the education, technical skills 
and discipline gained in the 
Serviie remains a national 
asset, spread as it is throughout 
the community. 

The age bracket for entry of 
ratings is between 17 and 26, 
and. in the ease of tradesmen, 
up to the age of 28. In fact, 
almost all ratings enter at the 
age of !H, and the commission
ing of the Naval Apprentice 
Training Establishment will, 
after 19*10, remove the require
ment to enter many tradesmen 
direct from shore. 

The rating enters into an 
initial engagement to serve for 
9 or 12 years in a particular 
branch. If fie proves to be 
unsuitable for the branch in 
which he enters, he may 
transfer to another branch, but 
if be does not wish to transfer 
he must be released from his 
engagement. His basic training. 

which is common to all recruits. 
is carried out at the Recruit 
School in II.M.A.S. "Cerberus'* 
at Westernport. in Victoria, 
and lasts for 8 weeks. He then 
proceeds to his technical school 
for 12 weeks at least, where 
his knowledge is brought to 
the minimum level in his 
specialisation, at which he will 
become useful at sea. lie is 
then drafted to sea and puts 
into practice what he has 
learnt. 1 lis further training 
depends on his branch and 
aptitude. 

It has been found that of 
those who offer themselves as 
recruits only about one in four 
is finally entered into the Navy. 
The reasons for non-acceptance 
arc mainly physical disability, 
lack of sound basic education 
or psychological unsuitability. 
Every man who offers himself 
and who is physically fit is 
assessed by the Psychologist. 
Those who are entered must 
be suitable educationally and 
appear to have an aptitude for 
the branch in which they 
desire to serve. 

Experience has proved (In
efficiency of the system of 
recruitment, and results show 
clearly that any attempt to 
increase the numbers entered 
by lowering the standards i* 
uneconomic, since borderline 
cases result only in failures to 
qualify for sea service or 
extensive backelassing. a waste 
of money and effort spent in 
their training. On the other 
hand, when sufficient men offer 
fo make it possible to raise the 
entry standards there is a very 
apparent improvement, not 
only in the failure rate, but in 
the disciplinary and moral 
aspects also. 

A further instalment of Rear 
Admin] Harrington's thought
ful and far-seeing views on the 
manning requirements of the 
R.A.N, will appear next issue. 
Editor. 
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Engineers Remake the Core 
By JOHN KENNY 

Uy courtesy of the author and the "Sydney .Morning Herald" 

THE progress of the construc
tion by the Maritime 

Services Hoard of the new CI 
million overseas passenger 
ship .terminal oil the western 
side of Sydney Cove is a 
fascinating engineering spec
tacle. 

The two-and-a-half years 
project began in January last 
year and is now about a year 
off completion in June. 1060. 
when the £15 million 40,000-
ton Oriana. will open a new era 
of travel by super liners be
tween England and Australia. 

No harbour project since the 
Bridge, completed in 1932. and 
Captain Cook Dock built in 
World War II , has had such 
public interest or required such 
n variety of engineering tech
niques and equipment. I t in
volves the reclamation of about 
two and a half acres of Sydney 
Cove with « quantity of sand 
and rock fill that would cover 
an era more than twice the size 
of Hyde Park to a depth of a 
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foot. The sand is being dredged 
from the " H a n k " near the 
entrance to Port Jackson and 
the bard fill comes from demol
ished buildings and excavations 
for the A.M.P. Building at 
Circular Quay and the Eastern 
Expressway alongside Mac-
ipiarie Street. 

CLOSING IN 
Sydney Cove in its 171 years' 

history has given up an exten
sive area for reclamation. The 
head of the cove originally was 
nearly a quarter of a mile away 
from the present shore line. 
Walls were built around the 
cove in the 1840's. 

The broad concept of the 
terminal project is to extend 
the western wall into the cove 
by a length of 700 ft. and an 
average width of 156 ft. and to 
erect wharfage and buildings 
on the reclaimed area. The 
underlying rock contours of the 
site made this form of construc
tion preferable to the erection 

of wharves and buildings on 
piles. Pi!cdriving would have 
entailed drilling holes in the 
rock for many of the piles and 
the costs would have been 
excessive because rock is rela
tively near the surface over 
most of the area. Another factor 
is that maintenance costs of 
wharfage of the solid quay type 
is less than for the piled type. 

To give effect to their plans. 
engineers adopted the caisson 
method of wharfage construc
tion. They built reinforced 
concrete caissons — virtually 
concrete tanks — and by filling 
them with sand sank them to 
form a new shore line and 
enclose the area to be reclaimed. 
This is the first extensive use 
of the caisson method in Aus-
tialia. Victoria and Tasmania 
have lesser examples of it. 
Some Japanese portN have 
adopted caisson-type wharves 
ami there are some in European 
ports. 

Sydney Cove has always been 



Australia's busiest centre of 
water traffic, but it has never 
had the varied activity which 
the equipment and materials 
required fur the construction of 
the new terminal have given 
it. Floating cranes and pile 
drivers, dredges, barges, tugs, 
work boats and divers' punts 
have cluttered the waterfront. 
Ashore, motor trucks have un
loaded fill, bulldozers have 
poshed it further and further 
into the cove, and they have 
jostled with mobile cranes, 
mobile pile-drivers and excava
tors. 

The parade of sea-going con
struction equipment began with 
bucket dredges which stripped 
material overlying rock where 
a level trench had to be exca
vated for foundations for the 
caissons. The rockbreaker, Cy
clops, fractured rock on the 
line of the trench by dropping 
its 15-ton steel needle on a 
predetermined pattern of spots 
as often as IS times on some of 

tliem before the required frag
mentation was achieved. A 
ladder dredge removed the 
fractured rock to form the 
foundation trench. The special 
foundations had to he laid 
because the existing rock 
could not provide satisfactory 
foundations. 

CAISSONS USED 
The making of the founda

tions required the services of 
as many as four divers a t a 
time—for nearly seven months. 
By using two-way telephones, 
they carried out the filling of 
the dredged trench with ballast 
and assisted in the placing of 
14- caissons in position. 

These divers were thus assoc
iated with one of the most 
exacting phases of the project. 
They spread the ballast de
livered from barges through a 
pipe and then levelled it with 
a device made of rails which 
winches polled along the trench. 

The caissons were themselves 

a novel feature of the project. 
They were similar to, though 
smaller than, the concrete 
caissons used to construct Mul
berry Harbour for the D-day 
invasion of Normandy. 

Kor the construction of the 
caissons the board built a 
special " sh ipya rd" at the head 
of Kozelle Bay, 3 miles away 
from the terminal site. I t has 
two launching ways and two 
overhead travelling cranes to 
handle materials for the cais
sons, which were launched at 
fortnightly intervals and towed 
U> a fitting-OUt berth, and then 
to the site a t Sydney Cove. The 
caissons measured SO ft. x 37 
ft. were 41 ft. high and weighed 
1.20(1 tons. Construction of 
them began three weeks behind 
schedule and finished five weeks 
ahead of it. 

In their position at the ter
minal, the top of the caissons 
is three feet above low water 
level. A concrete beam seven 

l Concluded opposite page I 
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A HAND FOR 
THE HOWLER 
EVERY so often someone 

comes up with a query a* 
to whether the educational 
standard required of naval per
sonnel is set too low. It could 
be. of course, that examiners 
aim a bit too high: that origi
nality of thought is not given 
the credit it deserves, anil that 
it is really the perpetrator of 
the "howler" who deserves the 
bag of nuts. 

Host trick cyclists will agree 
that it is not the dull boy who 
scrambles his meaning. It 
takes a lively imagination to 
describe the equator as a 
menagerie lion running around 
the earth, or to think of a 
parable as a heavenly story 
with no earthly meaning. 

At first glance these howlers 
seem a hit too good to be true. 
Can anyone imagine the kind 
of brat who believes that a 
monologue is a conversation 
between two people such as 
husband and wife. Sounds like 
I he breakfast table of a naval 
household the morning after a 
party in the wardroom: a dif
ferent kind of home to the one 
I hat produced the young hope
ful who believes that Christians 
are only allowed one wife — 
which is called monotony. 

in an age of TV and science 
fiction there is bound to he the 

(from page Hi 
feet high will be east along 
the 700 ft. length on the 
top and will become the edge of 
the new shoreline 10 ft. above 
low water level. 

The next stage in the pro
ject will be the erection of the 
steel framework of the terminal 
building. Steel piles for the 
foundations of the building are 
now being driven into the fill 
in the reclaimed area enclosed 
by the caissons. 

building space traveller who 
thinks of clew as being caused 
by the earth revolving on its 
own axis ami perspiring freely 
in consequence. Every child 
knows that an aircraft Hying at 
supersonic speed generates 
enormous heat, and, as for the 
wearing effects of self-indul
gence, nursery teaching is un
doubtedly responsible for the 
historical notion that "Thomas 
a'Becket lived a dissipated 
life. Three nights killed him." 

Slap the new entry down for 
that and he's had it from the 
start. 

The End Has Come 
.Mention of Thomas a'Becket. 

brings to mind the sad fact thai 
there is a connection between 
thi' Mercer's School in England 
and the murder of the Arch
bishop. Both are now a matter 
of the past tense, for after 78(1 
years the school has closed 
down and a promise made to 
Henry VIII is broken. 

When Thomas a'Becket. 
Archbishop of Canterbury, was 
murdered in 1170, his sister. 
Agues, founded the hospital of 
St. Thomas of Aeon in Cheap-
side. Dick Whittington. Lord 
Mayor of London in 1397. was 
a pupil at the hospital's school. 

NEW F.O.CA.F. 
APPOINTED 

Rear-Admiral \V. H. Har
rington has been appointed 
H a g Officer Commanding the 
Australian Fleet, 

The appointment was an
nounced bv the .Minister for 
Defence (Mr. A. (I Townley). 

Admiral Harrington will take 
over from Rear-Admiral O. G. 
(1. Oataere on December 22. 

Admiral Harrington at pre
sent is Second Naval Member 
of the Australian Common
wealth Naval Board. 

Admiral Gat acre 's new ap
pointment has not been an
nounced. 

In 1542, King Henry sold the 
school to the Mercer's Com
pany, who promised to educate 
25 boys there for ever. In 1894. 
this London Trade Guild 
bought the fourth century Bar
nard's lun Hall in Hnlborn and 
rebuilt it to accommodate 300 
boys. In 1957 the loss "on the 
Mercer's School was £2:1.000, 
and the end has come for a 
foundation of great historical 
interest. 
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Day and night views of the UK,(KM), 90 ft. 
concrete lighthouse erected at the entrance 
of Madang Harbour. New Guinea. 

The 
Coast-
watcher's 
Memorial 

ABOUT tin-1iiiM* this number 
goes to press, an interest-

ing ceremony will take place 
in New Guinea. Erected on 
Kaliboho Point at the eutranci 
to Madang Harbour is a light 
house in the form of a " torch 
of freedom." which is a 
memorial to those who either 
"went hush" when the 
Japanese invaded New Guinea 
or. at a later stage, volunteered 
to (TO behind the enemy lines 
and report the movements of 
shipping and aircraft. 

Originally urbanised by the 
R.A.N.. the pre-war members 
of what was then the Naval 
Coast watching Service spread 
its web around the Common
wealth. In New Guinea, coast-
watchers were drawn from the 
ranks of local officials, planters 

ami traders. They were 
civilians when war broke out 
who were enlisted and given 
Service status in their absence. 
badges of rank being dropped 
to them by aircraft circling 
over jungle hide-outs. As time 
went on. both army and 
R.A.A.r". personnel were ab
sorbed into an expanding 
organisation, which from the 
beginning to the end fought a 
lonely war with the utmost 
vigour, while providing infor
mation of the creates! value to 
those directing Allied opera
tions. 

But the work of these men 
was of far greater consequence 
than was apparent at the time. 
In the darkest days, their 
presence in New Guinea was 

(Concluded on page 28) 
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INTERVIEWED in the course 
of a li.Il.C. television 

session. Lord .Mount bat ten. 
whose appointment as Chief of 
the Defence Staff closes more 
than forty vears* service witli 
the Royal Navy, looked back 
as well as forward. The inter
view took the form <>t' question 
and answer ami is here quoted 
from " T h e Listener" in much 
abridged form. 

Q. Kveii with increased 
hitting power, it would seem 
that the Royal Navy has fewer 
ships in numbers. 

A. Numerically, yes. | sup
pose that is true. When 1 
joined, tlu- biggest ship, which 
WHS a battleship or battle-
cruiser, had about H00 men on 
board. Nowadays, a ship like 
the "Ark Royal" or " K a g l c " 
has 2.."i00 men nearly as big 
as a battle squadron. A 
destroyer at the time I joined 
had "(I or 7o men. now it has 
up to 300. So arithmetically 
you can see that for the same 
number of men you have fewer 
ships at sea. I think we had 
before the First World War 
some 600 ships or more; now 
We have just over "2<Mt. Yet We 

have only one-quarter less 
men than we used to have. 

Q. I low about submarines 
. . . why is it that we are so 
long developing a nuclear 
submarine of our own .' 

A. Well, after the war the 
decision was taken — and 
rightly in my opinion — to 
i-onceiitrate on erecting nuclear 
power stations that could 
produce fissile material and 
generate electricity. And it 
was only aboul four years ago 
that there were enough atomic 
scientists to start work on a 
naval reactor, which has to be 
the pressurised water type. 
Then there was interdepend
ence with the Americans, who 
started giving us information 
that was useful for our experi
mental station at Dounreay. 
Finally We were allowed to 
buy a propulsion unit like the 

The Future of The 

ROYAL NAVY 
Aim-rieaiis have in their latest 
and finest submarine "Skip
jack ." We have our own 
submarine design to put it in, 
and That's going ahead very 
fast. I prophesy that we'll have 
our first nuclear submarine 
at sea long before some of the 
gloomy prophets think. 

<̂ . Supposing the nations of 
the world start hurling 
hydrogen bombs at each other, 
what can the Navy do then.' 

A. The Services are there not 
really to fight a global war: 
they are there to prevent it 
happening. They are there to 
deter il. Now. the deterrent is 
made up of two quite different 
forces. First, there is the 
V-bomber and the hydrogen 
bomb, supplemented by the 
ballistic missile with the 
unclear head. But the other 
force is the sea, land and air 
forces of NATO, which is 
called the NATO Shield. Both 
these forces are needed if the 
deterrent is to be effective all 
the time. One backs up the 
other, and if an aggressor were 
to try a probing action it is 
just as likely that he would 
probe on the sea, or even under 
the sea. as on laud or in the 
air : and if i t 's at sea then it 's 
the Allied navies who have to 
stop it. 

( .̂ What part in the Navy's 
share in this does our nuclear-
powered "Dreadnough t " play, 
when she eomes to sea? 

A. It isn't so much the 
'Dreadnough t" ' that is essen
tial, although she would be 
there to take on enemy sub
marines. The important thing 
is that if you do get this 
nuclear ile vast at ion, there'd 
still be millions of people 
left alive. They have to be fed 
ami provided with livelihoods. 

and that ' s where the navies 
come in. because h 's our job 
to keep the sea bines open: to 
convey essential foodstuffs and 
survival stores through iu face 
of huge submarine fleets, and 
i t ' s the knowledge that the 
navies can. and would, do this 
which 1 feel helps the deterrent 
really to deter. 

The "Dreadnough t " is there 
as a killer submarine. She is. 
in fact, there to take on the 
enemy nuclear submarines — 
because, make no mistake about 
it, this nuclear propulsion isn't 
just a new form of propulsion, 
i t 's an absolute major break
through iu naval strategy. I t ' s 
a complete turning point. One 
of these nuclear submarines can 
go. submerged, faster than any 
ship on the surface except in 
ealui weather. She can remain 
submerged for weeks. if 
necessary for months, and 
there is no real answer yet — 
except. I think, another nuclear 
submarine. That ' s why we had 
to get into the game. We've 
simply got to have nuclear 
submarines if we're going to 
survive as a Navy. 

($. After forty-six years. 
Admiral, you can look at the 
Royal Navy from the outside. 
Would you say that it still 
offers a worthwhile career? 

A. Absolutely. So long as we 
remain an island and the 
centre of a Commonwealth, 
we've got to have a Navy or 
give up. We want young men 
with a spirit of adventure deep 
inside them, the sort of spirit 
that made this country great 
in the old days. We want them 
in the Navy as officers and 
men. and the right man with 
this burning fire in him will 

(Concluded on page 16> 
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The Great Ocean Mystery 
By DAVID FRITH 

(By courtesy of the author ami the Sydney " S u n " ) 

J l 'ST a few mile* off the coast 
flows the yrreat Kasi Aus

tralian Current. 
Warmer than the surround* 

ing waters, it sweeps dow n 
from tht* direction <>i' Ki.ji. 
swings south near Brisbane ami 
heads towards New South 
Wales. 

With it conic tin- fish, basking 
in the warmtli ami enjoying 
tin- plentiful supply of food • 
plankton for tin- little fish, little 
tisli for the big fish. 

Sometimes the whole sea is 
staineil brown with plankton. 
At other times it is -is dark and 
empty as the rest of the lonely 
Pacific. 

Exactly where the current 
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comes from no one knows. 
Where it goes is an even deeper 
mystery, for just smith of 
Sydney the trail disappears. 

Yachtsmen racing down t«> 
llobarl sometimes pick up 
traces of it. and. hoping for a 
better speed, cheek theiino-
ineicrs they have fitted into 
boats" hulls for just thai pur
pose. 

lint others, sailors and scien
tists, have seen signs of it 
swinging bach to the north
east. Why. they do noi know. 

Permanent 
It is just one of the prob

lems that R.A.N, and IS.I .R.O. 
scientists hope to solve in the 
next vew veais. 

In 'October, II.M.A.S (Jas-
eoyne will leave Sydney to 
follow a zig-zag course through 
the area bounded by the Bast 
Australian coast. New Zealand 
and New Caledonia. 

At the same time II.M.A.S. 
Diamantina will leave to in
vestigate the Indian Ocean 
between Fremantle. Timor and 
("ocos. 

They will lie away about six 
weeks before returning home 
to study results. Then there 
will be two more cruises next 
year. 

After t ha t ! ""We're hoping 
it will become a permanent set
u p , " says Dr. f4. J. Humphrey. 
head of the C.s.l.K.O.'s oceano
graphy division. 

"'These trips arc going to put 
Australia up with countries like 
Russia and the I'.S. in the front 
line of an attack on the mys
teries of the sea. 

"More and more countries 
arc realising that compara
tively cheap ocean study can 
yield far more practical results 
than space travel can hope to 
d o . " 

Here ai e some of the ques
tions the scientists will s tudy: 
• What is the course of the 
Kasi Australian Current and 
how fast does it flow .' How deep 
is it .' What food does it carry? 
• llow " o l d " is deep water 
that is. how long has it been 
s.-paiated from the surface-
ami what part of the world did 
it e from .' 
• llow deep is the Indian 
Ocean .' How tall is the "moun
tain r ange" in the Pacific about 
KMI miles east of Sydney.' 
• l>oes water in really deep 
" b a s i n s " stay there.' Would 
it lie sale- to dump our radio 
active wastes in them .' 

To get their results they will 
Use some of the oldest and some 
of the most modern equipment 
in the world. 

Some will sound the depths 
with " tallow -armed " leads on 
lines in much the saute way as 
sailors have been doing for cen
turies. Others will use the very 
latest in eeho-sounding gear. 

A completely new device will 
be used to gauge the Mow of 
ocean currents. K I ee trodes 
towed behind the ship will mea
sure the electromotive force 
deve loped by the water pass ing 
through the earth 's magnetic 
tiebl. 

(The old idea of anchoring 
ship ami measuring the flow of 
water past it does not work 
when you have 20,000 ft. of 
water in which to drop your 
anchor. • 

Trawl Nets 

Plankton specialists will 
trawl small cone-shaped nets 
behind the ships. Instruments 
in the mouth of each net will 
tell what volume of water pro
duced the trapped plankton. 

o ther scientists will drop 
heavy bottles to collect samples 
of water at various depths. 
Laboratory tests for salinity 
and mineral and oxygen con
tents will tell the " a g e " of the 
water and from what region 
it has come. 

These Australian cruises arc 
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part of a world-wide awakening 
interest in the sea. Behind it 
all is the belief that explora
tion of the ocean may solve 
some of the problems posed by 
the world's rocketing popula
tion. 

Sonic scientists arc finding 
increasing evidence to indicate 
that ocean farms ami mines 
may some day supply the world 
with vital food and metals. 

A programme of "aquafarm-
ing**- -scientific cultivation of 
tisli stocks, transplanting fish 
from one area to another, fer-
t ilisation of sea water — has 
already been mapped out by a 
r.K, oceanographic committee. 

Minerals 

And a routine 1.(1.Y. expedi
tion last year charted \ast sub
merged fields of metal-bearing 
rocks, or nodules, in the South 
Pacific. 

According to Mr. .John Mcro. 
a research engineer at the Uni
versity of California, the nod
ules known at present would 
yield 40.000 million tons of 
manganese and 1,000 million 
tons each of nickel, copper and 
cobalt. 

Mr. Mero has estimated the 
minerals could be sucked up to 
the surface by existing methods 
and marketed at a profit. 
though land-mining would still 
be cheaper. 

Another reason for the grow
ing interest in ocean research 
is military. With the develop
ment of missiles that can be 
fired from submerged submar
ines, many planners figure that 
the battlefields of any future 
war will be under water. 

But there is still another 
reason for studying the depths. 
The ocean floor, untouched by 
the destroying influence of the 
atmosphere, is a wonderful 
hook of primeval history. 

Some day. scientists hope, 
expeditions like the Oinutan-
tina-Caseoync cruises may even 
yield clues to the mystery of 
the origin of life. 
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British Admiralty Charts 
A WORLD SERVICE 

T1IK Hydrographie Depart-
nient (then called Hydro-

graphic Office) of the Admit 
ttlty was established in 1795 
Under KJII-1 Spencer, and tin 
lirst Hydrographer (if the Navy 
wits Alexander- Dalrymple who 
tvus ill the Ka.st India Com
pany's service In 1779 Dal
tyinple had been appointed by 
tlte Kast India Company to 
examine their ships' journals 
.ind to publish charts and 
nautical instructions which 
eventually numbered 58 charts, 
740 plans, 57 views of land; 
altogether 856 plates; and also 
50 nautical memoirs. Thus he 
became the first East India 
Company's Hydrographer. In 
1808 he was succeeded as 
Hydrographer at the Admiralty 
by Captain Thomas Hurd. R.N.. 
and since that time this 
position has always been held 
by officers of the Royal Navy. 

Very few, it tiny, reliable 
charts bad been constructed 
or published in England before 
the first of Cook's voyages 
made in 17H8-71, but as far 
back as 1750 the Admiralty 
had employed private indivi
duals tit make surveys of 
various coasts. In 1795 the 
newly set up Hydrographie 
Office consisted of one Hydro
grapher. one assistant and one 
draughtsman but at this time 
the Navy had no recognised 
Hydrographie surveyors. Com
mander Matthew Flinders was 
the first naval surveyor em
ployed abroad under the aus
pices of the Hydrographie 
Office, and this was in about 
1800. but not until Sir Frances 
Beaufort became Hydrographer 
was the naval surveying service 
properly established under the 
Hydrographie Office. 

Sir Francis Beaufort was 
appointed Hydrograpber in 
1829, when he was still a 
Captain, and kept this office 
till 1855. He had had much 
practical experience of survey
ing, chiefly in Greek waters 
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and off the Syrian coast. The 
work of surveyors in those 
early days was extremely 
ha/.ardous for amongst other 
dangers they had to contend 
with pirates and all kinds of 
attack. In 1812 while survey
ing the Syrian coast Beaufort 
and his party were attacked 
by a band of Turks and he was 
so severely wounded that it 
was miraculous that he sur
vived. AVhen he was appointed 
Hydrographer Beaufort found 
that the department was little 
more than a map-office. Mari
time surveying was just be
ginning and the Hydrographer 
was considered the supporter 
rather than the guide or 
originator of nautical surveys 
Very shortly after his appoint
ment, however, Beaufort had 
made his office into a model on 
which Copenhagen, St. Peters
burg and many European 
countries based their own 
The state of the surveying 
service at this time was also 
very unsatisfactory, there being 
almost no foreign or colonial 
surveys in existence, and even 
the coasts of England were 
only partially sounded. 

Beaufort, however, began a 
great series of works in which 
he intended to comprise all the 
maritime surveys of the world, 
lie knew when he took office 
that there was scarcely a 
correct chart of any portion 
of the globe in existence, but 
he had an able staff of sur
veyors and they wen* sent to 
all parts of the world. South 
America, the West Coast of 
North America and of Mexico, 
the west coast of Africa, the 
northern coast of Australia and 
New Guinea, Falkland Islands 
and the River Plate. New-

Zealand. Palawan, China, the 
West Indies, St. Lawrence and 
Nova Scotia, the Oreek Archi-
I elago, the North Sea, the 
Irish Sea and various parts of 
the United Kingdom were 
among the surveys he organ
ised. ''The master mind of 
Beaufort which directed these 
efforts for quarter of a century 
did more for the advancement 
of maritime geography than 
was effected by all the sur
veyors of Kuropean countries 
united." 

It was not until 18.11 that 
the Hydrographie Office was 
formed into a separate depart
ment under the Admiralty. 
The first published set of 
Admiralty Tide Tables were 
issued in 1832, and Officially 
G u a r a n t e e d Notices to 
Mariners were issued from the 
Admiralty for the first time in 
1834. In 1849 the Hydro 
graphic Department published 
92 charts anil plans, besides 
books and tables. 

Before the last war 
British Admiralty charts were 
used more widely than any 
others. All the Scandinavian 
countries, Russia. Germany. 
Italy and Japan used British 
d a r t s except for the charts 
of their own coastal waters. 
America also used some 800 
British charts. In recent years 
too Britain has continued to 
help various countries by 
c h a r t i n g their waters for 
them. For example the west 
coast of Siam was done by 
arrangement with the Siamese 
government and was completed 
about 1936. The original sur
veys made by Britain are stil1 

being used for many of the 
South American charts and 
those of the Orccian Archi-
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pclagn. Turkey and China. 
The surveying of the coasts 

of all the Dominions was 
naturally done by Britain in 
the early days but Canada has 
been c h a r t i n g her own 
waters for 40 years or more, 
and Australia began to do 
her own charting in 1925. 
Britain still does the surveying 
lor New Zealand and most of 
S o u t h Africa. The Royal 
Indian Navy has had two 
surveying ships for a very long 
time, and it has been respon
sible lor a great deal of the 
surveying in that area — India, 
Burma, Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands and the Persian Gulf. 
Originally the East India Com
pany had done a considerable 
amount of the surveying of 
these waters. 

The Hydrographie Depart
ment today numbers over a 
thousand, and it issues and 
keeps eorreeteil some 4,000 
navigational charts covering 

all the oceans and coasts of 
the world. Every year before 
the war over a million copies 
were printed, and the present 
output is over 5 million charts 
a year. The Department's 
collection of charts and maps 
is probably the largest and 
most valuable in the world and 
has been estimated to number 
about a quarter of a million. 
Among them are some which 
are nearly 300 years old. 

Admiralty charts are pub
lished with a view to meeting 
the needs of seamen in all 
parts of the world. For gener
ations these charts have been 
famous for their accuracy; 
Some of the charts now in use 
are based in the surveys made 
50 yean ago, but they have to 
be revised continually. Much 
ol the information changes 
rapidly and the task of keep
ing the charts corrected has 
assumed enormous proportions 
since the beginning of the war. 
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Navigational dangers, the 
promulgation of which is 
urgent, such us sunken wrecks, 
changes in the position of a 
minefield or a buoy are notified 
to all chart users by the daily 
issues of Admiralty Notices to 
Mariners which are available 
gratis at any shipping office. 
Nearly 3,00()" of these Notices 
are issued yearly. Minor 
alterations on the charts are 
made by band and when a 
considerable number of correc
tions have been made the 
charts are reprinted. Admiralty 
charts are available at ports 
and depots all over the world. 
They are not translated into 
foreign languages, this- being 
unnecessary 

During the last war. it was 
the task of the Hydrographie 
Department to compile the 
necessary charts for the various 
amphibious operations, and it 
is the Hydrographie Supplies 
Kstablishment, which prints 
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The R.A.A.F. 

Avon Sabre Jet . . 

these, toe, use 

Golden Fleece 

unci supplies copies to all shins. 
Bigger warships are supplied 
with ii many as 1,500 to 2,000 
charts, and for the invasion of 
Sicily the Kstahlishment had 
literally to supply tons of 
charts for the 3.000 odd vessels 
taking part. 

The Admiralty, in addition 
to supplying charts regularly 
tu Washington, supplied navi
gational charts and publica
tions to all United States war
ships. Combined Operations 
ships and craft and many I'.S. 
shore establishment and bases 
concerned in the invasion and 
liberation of France. The num
ber of charts alone involved in 
these issues is nearly 150,000, 
while the number of publica
tions runs into many thousands. 

In such a brief survey it is 
impossible to give many details 
of the arduous, and in the early 
days hazardous, work which 
lias been and is still carried 
out in all parts of the world hy 
the Officers and men of the 
surveying service. But the con
tributions of these e a r l y 
pioneers and adventurers has 
been invaluable, and it was 
largely due to their efforts that 
the 15 r i t i s h Hydrographie 
Department has for so lone 
been able to give the seamen 
of the world the accurate 
Charts necessary to sail the 
seas in safety. 

THE FUTURE OF THE 
ROYAL NAVY 

(from page 111 

have a wonderful life. I know 
we have our problems; we'd 
like to have more ships. But 
on the whole, with all my 
knowledge of forty-six happy 
and thrilling years in the Navy, 
anil with the knowledge I have 
of what the future holds in 
store for the Navy, I'd have 
no doubt whatever. If I was 
a youngster and they'd have 
me, I 'd go straight hack into 
the Navv. 

THE NAVY 
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NAVAL AFFAIRS 
from All Compass Points 

NEW THIRD NAVAL 
MEMBER 

THE third Naval Member and 
Chief of I'oust ruction ot 

the Australian Naval Board 
(Rear-Admiral C. C. Clark, 
C.B., O.B.E., D.S.C.) will retire 
Horn the Royal Australian Navy 
on August '21st and be suc
ceeded in his appointment by 
the Deputy Chief of Construc
tion and Director of Technical 
Planning (Captain K. Me. K. 
I iMilium. A.D.C.. U.A.N.). win. 
will be promoted rear-admiral 

Rear-Admiral Clark had been 
Third Xaval Member and Chief 
ot' Construction since Septem
ber 15th, 1953. Captain I'rqu-
hart had been Deputy Chief of 
Construction since December 
Mb, 19.">S. 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY 
PROMOTIONS 

THE following promotions 
date from 30/6/59: 

To be Captains: Acting Cap
tains I. K. Purvis and D. C. 
Wells. 

To be Commanders: Acting 
Commanders K. II. Thompson, 
D.F.C.: If. II. Fowler; B. L. 
Cleary: (I. Kable: K. W. 
Sbands. 

Engineering Specialisation— 
To be Captain : Commander J . 
F. Bell. To be Commanders: 
Acting Commanders .1. C. W. 
Kennedy and II. •!. Bodinan. 

Medical Branch—To be Sur
geon-Captain: Acting Surgeon-
Captain R. M. Coplans. To be 
Surgeon-Commander: Surgeon-
l.ieiitenant-C'omniander S. F . 
II. Ilaughton. 

Royal Australian Naval Re
serve — To be Commander: 
Lieutenant-Commander E. B. 
Hopkins. To be Lieutenant-

Auj.-S.pt.. i w 

Commander: K. If. Wilson. To 
bt Lieiitenant-C o in in a n d e r 
( S P ) : Lieutenant B. R, Nield. 

NEW R.A.N. APPRENTICE 
GROUP 

FIFTY boys from all States 
have been selected to enter 

the Apprenticeship Training 
Establishment at Quaker 's Hill, 
near Parramatta (N.S.W.). At 
the termination of a five years 
course, these apprentices will 
become highly skilled artificers 
and shipwrights in a rate 
equivalent to that of Petty 
(Ifficer. 

The training provided under 
this scheme is the best avai'-
able. and enjoys the blessing ot 
leading trades union officials 
and of the N.S.W. Apprentice
ship Commission. 

WASH AND BRUSH UP 

ON completion of a shake
down cruise of 24 weeks' 

duration, H.M.A.S. Vendetta 
has returned to the Williams-
town Dockyard for the norma! 
manufacturer 's refit. Since 
she left the yard in February. 
Vendetta has visited New-
Zealand. New Guinea and 
New Caledonia; her engines 
have been worked in and 
her equipment tried out. 
In every respect the ship has 
met expectations. Vendetta is 
due to go to sea again early in 
October. 

MALAYAN RESERVE 
RATINGS TRAIN IN R.A.N. 

TI IRTY Malay ratings of the 
Malayan division of the 

R.N.V.R. have just completed 
a fortnigh's sea-training in the 
R A.N. destroyers Tobruk and 
Ansae, which are serving in the 

Far East in the British Com
monwealth Strategic Reserve. 

One of the reservists, who 
was serving as an engine-room 
artificer in the Tobruk was 
awarded a boiler-room watch-
keeping certificate. 

ATOMIC SHIP NEWS 

TWO items of atomic ship 
news concern the dry dock

ing of the Nautilus, world's 
first atomic submarine, and the 
launching of Savannah des
cribed as the world's first 
atomic-powered merchant ship. 

The former goes into dock at 
Portsmouth. New Hampshire, 
for an overhall that will include 
replacement of the nuclear core, 
which has propelled Nautilus 
countless miles in ocean depths. 
The core has been' turned over 
to the Atomic Energy Commis
sion for evaluation. 

At Camden, New Jersey, the 
21.W0 ton merchant ship 
Savannah was launched by Mrs. 
Eisenhower. Named after S.S. 
Savannah, first ship to cross the 
Atlantic under steam in a 2!' 
day voyage from Savannah, 
Georgia, to Liverpool. England 
in 1819, the total cost of the 
ship to date is estimated at 
£18,303.000. She is about 70 per 
cent, completed, and is not 
expected to go into service 
before 1961. 

GLIDING RECORD 

WELL known for his gliding 
skill. Commander Good-

hart. R.N., flew his Skylark III 
sailplane a distance of 358 
miles from Lasham. in Hamp
shire, to Portmoak near Kinross, 
and beat by ten miles the exist
ing British record set up by 
Sergeant Andrew Gough of the 
R.A.F, a year ago. 

Having announced his des
tination before starting, Cmdr. 
Goodhart also broke the Brit
ish goal flight record, and in 
doing so averaged 55 m.p.h. over 
a 500 kilometre course, the 
fii-st United Kingdom speed 
record. 
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QUEEN'S COLOUR FOR THE 
SUBMARINE SERVICE 

THE present year, the 58tn 
of the British Submarine 

Command, will be remembered 
as the year in whieh H.M. the 
Queen recognised its growing 
importance by presenting the 
first Queen's Colour to the 
Submarine Service. 

A eereiuoiiv whieh took pine.' 
at H.M.S. Dolphin, the Cospoi-
headquarters: of the Command, 
included a Royal (Juard of U)!> 
men drawn from Submarine 
Squadrons serving in Ileitis!'. 
Mediterranean, Canadian ami 
Australian waters. Amongst 
those watching tin* ceremony 
were eight officers who won the 
VI'—some during the Kit's* 
World War- while serving in 
submarines. 

U.S. NAVY TO SEE LATEST 
RADAR 

H.M.S. VUTORIOI 'S is vis
iting Norfolk, Virginia. 

this month, to show C.S. navai 
observers the Royal Navy's 
latest radar equipment. Known 
as Type 9H4, this is a new three-
dimensional system whieh pro
vides simultaneous information. 
<>n the height, range and bear
ing of aircraft. 

Described by Admiral of the 
Fleet. Karl Mount bat ten as 
' ' t he finest in the world", a 
more complete and readily 
understandable picture of th-' 
air situation around the carrier 
is provided than has been pos
sible in the past. Above the 
carrier 's island, the well-known 
"giant dus tb in" which collects 
the information weighs 27 tons 

INDONESIA 

TH E submarine chaser or 
patrol vessel Pierre, PC 1141. 

has been acquired from the 
I'nited States Navy and re
named Tjakalang. Turned over 
to the Indonesian Navy at 
Pearl Harbour, Hawaii, recent
ly, this vessel has a full load 
displacement of 450 tons with 
an armament of one '.] inch 

dual purpose gun, one 40 mm. 
anti-aircraft weapon, and two 
20 mm. anti-aireraft pieces as 
well as four depth charge 
throwers. Two General Motors 
two-stroke diesels of 2.8HP 
brake horse power turning two 
shafts give her a speed of 2*' 
knots. 

THE GOOD OIL 

SERVICE canteens have been 
integrated under the head

ing of A.S.C.O. — Australian 
Services Canteens < Organisa
tion, According to press reports 
litis has led to some variation 

in prices. Apparently it costs 
more to drink a glass of beer 
in some messes than it does in 
ethers. 

In the Navy, where canteen 
prices are only partially integ
rated, there has been a consider
able reduction in the price of 
many canteen lines. One frigate, 
it is said, cigarettes are down 
by 7/6 a 1,000. A navy spokes
man spreads the glad tidings 
that in 99.5 per cent, of eases 
the prices have dropped in navy 
canteens. The price of beer has 
not risen, 

The "QUEENS' 
Til K announcement by Col. 

Hates in the Cunard Line 
Statement provides some solid 
facts about the prospective 
replacements for the "Queens" . 
They will be of much the same 
length ami beam as the existing 
ships, and of almost the same 
gross tonnage. The major di
mensional difference will be in 
draught : the replacements arc 
planned to draw 30 feet instead 
of 39 feet, enabling them to 
enter and leave Southampton 
nt any state of the tide, 

Dimensions of this order in
dicate that it is intended to use 
considerable quantities of light 
alloys in the vessels' super
structures. The saving in top 
weight which these alloys per
mit can be applied in various 
ways depending to some extent 
on the amount of saving in
volved. It may result in a finer 
hull form ami higher speed; in 
reduced power required to 
drive the ship: in lengthened 
or heightened superstructure; 
and so on. In this case it is 
clear that the saving will be 
used largely to reduce draught 
with gross tonnage kept up to 
approximately the same as in 
the present ships by additional 
superstructure. There will also 
be a small reduction in power 
aiifl a slightly higher speed. 

Col. Hates was definite, how-
ever, that the first ship, to 
replace the Queen Mary, wiM 
be powered by conventional 
engines. She will be needed in 
the comparatively near future, 
before nuclear systems are 
likely to have proved them
selves economic. When it come.-, 
to replacing the Queen Elisa
beth, however, there may be a 
different story to tell: Cunard 
are keeping an open mind on 
the matter. 

Surprise has been expressed 
in some quarters at the inten
tion to build 80,00!) fanners 
when most Atlantic operator^ 
are thinking in terms of some
thing a good deal smaller: Cu
nard. however, know their t r a d ' 
very well indeed, and arc 
certain to have considered tin-
pros and eons very carefully 
How they will use the space 
and tonnage available will be 
their secret for a long time to 
come. Meantime it is perhaps 
worth remembering that an 
American, Air. Dctwiler, is 
working on a project for four 
one-class liners of 10S.000 gross 
tons, to be built by Vernlme in 
Holland. Admittedly they are 
designed to capture the tourist 
t rade; but the project is one 
which cannot be wholly over
looked in any plans tor the 
Atlantic passenger trade during 
the next few years. 

THE NAVY 

ii M ,\ s "Australia," the Ant flagship of the Koval Australian Navy, was sunk under 
the terms of the Washington Treaty on 12th April. 1924. 

A GRAVEYARD OF SHIPS 
By CAPTAIN C. W. T HENDERSON, First-class Pilot 

lliy courtesy of the author and Maritime Services Hoard tit" N.S.W.i 

ABOIT eighteen nautical 
miles eitst and south from 

Sydney, slightly outside that 
section of the continental shelf 
which is shown on Admiralty 
Charts by a continuous serpen
tine dotted line, indicating a 
depth of 100 fathoms of water. 
lies a Vuvular area of ocean 
five miles in diameter desig
nated by the Commonwealth 
navigation authority as a dis
posal area for the sinking of 
ships at sea. This specially 
defined area is the "graveyard 
of ships" and its centre is fixed 
by observation of Maequarie 
Lighthouse, whieh. perched 
atop of the sandstone cliffs at 
South Head, should bear from 
the observer 299 degrees. 

Listed in terse, unimagina
tive phraseology, in prosaic 
official records, lies the ignomi
nious fate of many a noble 
vessel ranging from outmoded 
H.M.A. ships ami former mail 
and passenger liners down the 
list through coastal freighters 
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and an ex-pilot vessel to con
demned colliers, decayed dred
gers ami rusting wrecks of 
paddle tugs and harbour 
lighters. They lie 100 fathoms 
deep in a sea once pounded into 
fine spray by the same bows 
as they ploughed through many 
a black sou'easter. 

With tug boat ahead, and 
assisted as far as the Heads 
with tugs alongside, the con
demned hulk is taken seaward 
on a lengthened towline, steer
ing a course to her final des
tination E by S a-half S. The 
distance having been run. the 
position is checked to ensure 
t hat t here is no risk of t he 
vessel failing to sink suffi
ciently deep to avoid fouling 
fishermen's trawls, and then 
the explosive charge is fired or 
the seacocks breached, whieh 
sends the old hulk to the 
bottom. 

Amongst the more distin
guished of the company shar
ing this ocean grave is II.M.A.K. 

' . . • . . . -

"Austral ia ." the first K.A.N, 
ship of that name, which was 
sunk under the terms of the 
Washing! <ni Treaty of 1922. 
Many will recall the day in 
1918 when ihonsands of people 
lined North and South Heads 
and the harbour foreshores to 
see the " Australia." first flag
ship of the newly formed Royal 
Australian Navy, lead the other 
units — " S y d n e y . " "Mel
bourne." '"Encounter." "Pa r ra -
matta" and "Yarra" — proudly 
up thi' harbour. A battle-
cruiser of nmre than 19,000 
tons displacement and 44.000 
hnrse-powcr giving a speed of 
2;"i knots, the "Australia" was 
launched at the Clyde and car
ried eight 12-inch guns. 

In the earlier part of World 
War I she participated in the 
raid on Rabaul and assisted in 
the capture of the Hisinark 
Archipelago, Samoa and King 
Wilhehnlaiid. and it was un
doubtedly due to her presence 
in home waters that Australian 

It 
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coastal cities were saved from 
being shelled by Admiral Von 
Spi-f's ships. Serving from 
1915 to 1918 in the North Sea, 
where she was tlajrsliip of the 
Secoutl Battle-Cruiser Squad-
run. the "Austral ia" was un
fortunate enough to miss the 
epic Battle of Jutland as a re
sult of being rammed by her 
sister ship, II.M.S. N'ew Zea
land." However, *he took part 
in the German xurrender in 
November, 1918, and returned 
to her home port in I'1!'1 

When the old "Austrabii" 
was towed oittnlde the Heads 
on 12th April. 1924, she was 

counter" was serving on tin-
Australia Station and was ac
quired by the Australian 
Government, Hpending the re
mainder of her davs as a unit 
of the K A N . 

Following the removal of her 
armament, when peace was re
stored, sin* was renamed "Pen
guin" and served as a depot 
ship at Garden Island, becom
ing a familiar sight over the 
yearn to harbour ferry travel-
lent. The gradual reduction of 
Defence estimates around this 
time neeessitated her destruc
tion, ami. in V.t'*U. she was 
stripped at Cockatoo Island 

i s r * 
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accompanied by the " Mel
bourne." " Brisbane," " Ade
laide" and the destroyers "An-
/.ac" and " Stalwart." The 
Australian Hag and the White 
Kusign whieh went down with 
her were those whieh she bore 
throughout her career, and her 
deeks were covered with a masa 
of floral tributes sent by people 
who were proud of their first 
Australian flagship. 

The sad fate of being towed 
outside and sunk otT the Heads 
18 yeai*s to the day on which 
she had fired the first shot for 
the R.A.N, in World War I was 
the lot of H.M.A.S. "Encoun
ter," a second class protected 
cruiser of 5,800 tons displace
ment and 21 knots, built for 
the Roval Xavv at Devonport 
in 1902. When the R A N . was 
first formed in 1912. the "En-

15T * ' 
anil eventually, on 14th Sep
tember, 1932, battered and 
rusted, the old warrior was 
towed out to be dispatched to 
Davey .Jones' Locker. 

Next in order of rank in con
demned naval ships were the 
torpedo - boat destroyers 
B Yarra," u Success," "Swords
man" and '* Stalwart." 
II.M.A.S. H Vendetta," a des
troyer of a later class, met the 
same fate in August, 1948, 
after an incident-filled career. 
Launched in 1917. the "Ven
detta" was in action in the 
same year and affected the 
rescue of 4:10 of a total crew 
of 470 from the mined and 
sinking H.M.S. "Cassandra" 
in the Baltic by going along
side in heavy weather. After 
the war. she escorted captured 
Merman destroyers from Scapa 

Flow to Rosyth. and. in 1920. 
she was selected to act as 
eseort for the body of the "Un
known Soldier" from Ostend 
to Dover. 

The "Vendetta 's" crew were 
again called upon to uphold 
their tradition for valour at 
sea. when, in 1923, a volunteer 
crew manned the Aberdeen 
lifeboat, and. with superb sea
manship, rescued the crew of 
the doomed steamer "Imperial 
l 'rinee" after previous at
tempts by local lifeboat crews 
had failed. In 1925 she was 
singled out for the honour of 
escorting the Koyal Yacht 
"Victoria and Albert" during 
the Mediterranean eruise of 
King George V and Queen 
Alary. From VXi'A she served 
in home waters, but shortly 
after the outbreak of World 
War II in 193.0 she entered the 
Mediterranean, and was the 
last of the original five Aus
tralian destrovers to leave in 
1*41. 

During Menem! Wavell's ad
vance along the Libyan coast. 

Vendetta** escorted forces 
bombarding enemy short de
fence positions, as well as 
escorting convoys to Malta. 
Clreece and Crete. Amongst 
her many exploits was a record 
of 24 night runs into Tobruk 
Harbour, a feat not equalled by 
any other destroyer; the tow
ing of a ship in dire distress 
and rescuing 450 men from a 
beach being heavily shelled. 

Of all the ships whieh have 
graced our harbour and have 
finished their careers at the end 
of a towline, perhaps one of 
the most admired and the best 
known was the pilot steamer 
"Captain Cook" — second of 
the series to bear that name. 

The original " Captain 
Cook." a wooden, straight-
stemmed ship of 185 tons, 
served on the Watson Bay 
Station from February, 1877. 
until she was replaced in 1893 
by her namesake and successor, 
a steel vessel of 396 tons cap-

(Concluded on page 29) 
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An Historic Signal 
Former Chief Yeoman of 

Signals. Leonard Branson 
f 'Sal") Harding, R.A.N., who 
died recently in the Heidelberg 
Hospital (Victoria), was the 
man who passed to II.M.A.S. 
" S y d n e y " the signal that led 
to the destruction of the 
Herman cruiser "Kn iden" off 
Coeos Island in the I'irst World 
War. Retired in 1!>4« after 
forty-one continuous years of 
service, Harding was on duty 
»n the bridge of II.M.A.S. 
' 'Melbourne" when the W7T 
station at Coeos Island flashed 
the news that a strange war
ship was approaching. 

It was the 9ih November, 
l»14. II.M.A.S. "Melbourne" 
was in charge of the convoy of 
UO.IMX) ANZAC troops proceed
ing to the Middle Bast; by far 
the largest convoy ever to have 
left Australian shores. There 
was some anxiety as to the 
whereabouts of Herman war
ships, particularly the "Bui-
den ," who had carried out a 
highly successful raid upon 
I'enang at the end of October, 
and remained a potential 
danger until dealt with. 

The thirty-eight transports 
and their escorts, "Mel
bourne," and " S j d n e y " plus 
the Japanese cruiser " I b u k i , " 
were on course about fifty 
miles south of Coeos Island anil 
due to pass about dawn, when 
strange wireless traffic was 
intercepted by several vessels 
as well as by the W/T station 
on Coeos itself. This message 
was a signal made by 
" K m d e n " to her attendant 
collier " H u r s e k " arranging a 
rendezvous, and the last thing 
the Commanding Officer, Cap
tain von Muller, expected or 
desired was the arrival of a 
British cruiser instead. His 
intention was to destroy the 
cable and wireless station on 
Coeos. and the certainty that 
the operators would get off a 

warning was accepted in the 
belief that help could not 
reach the island in time. 

It turned out otherwise, 
however, and within moments 
of picking up the S.O.S.. 

"Melbourne" swung sharply 
towards the threatened island 
and increased speed. But she 
had to give it away. As senior 
escort her responsibility re
mained with the couvoy, and 
so it was that " S a l " Harding 
passed the signal to " S y d n e y " 
to go in and do the job alone. 
The rest is history. 

Close-up of 24-ton damaged propeller of P. 
Damage oecarred in Snet Canal on July 12. 

O. liner "Himalaya" 
-"Bit. Herald" photo 
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THE MERCHANT SERVICE 
OIL AND THE RED DUSTER" 

THE touchy political situation 
in tin- Middle East over the 

past few years, which took the 
control ol" the Suea (.'anal away 
from the Western allies, has 
underlined the world depend
ence on oil and oil tankers. 
This, coupled with the forecast 
that the annual consumption of 
oil will double in the next ten 
years, has caused the major 
tanker - owning companies to 
review their policies and lniild-
iiiL' programmes. 

British Petroleum, through 
i t s t w o suhsidiaries, B.I*. 
Tanker Co. and B.P. (Clyde) 
Tanker Co.. owns the largest 
Meet of vessels under British 
registry, both by number of 
ships and by tonnage, and one-
quarter of all tankers under 
the red ensign. 

This fleet, before the war. 
consisted of 93 ships with a 
carrying capacity of just 
under one million tons, com
posed mostly of H.CKM). a n d 
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10.000-toii vessels, with a few 
12,250 tons, which were tlien 
believed to be the most Use In I 
type of oil-carrying vessel, It 
now owns 14!i ships, rauging 
from 8,000 tons to 42,000 tons, 
and lures an average of 90 ships 
from British and Foreign 
owners. 

Improved facilities have now 
made it possible for ships of 
18,000 tons to distribute the 
refined products, which was 
mice the task of the 10.000 and 
12,250 tonners, while the 
smaller type of vessel has been 
returned to serve the smaller 
ports. 

The temporary loss of Aba-
dan prompted a policy of re
fining the crude oil near stra
tegic marketing centres rather 
than near the well-heads. This 
called for a class of vessel 
designed purely for the car
riage of crude whose size need 
only be limited by the ports 
they serve, a fact that has been 

given full consideration in the 
siting of new refineries and the 
expanding of existing ones. 

In l!>r>1 tin- first of the new 
:JN,IMJU-ton vessels was commis
sioned. They were so much 
bigger than anything known 

By CAPTAIN H. W. WHITE 
late Marine Superintendent 

a t the BP Oil Refinery, 
Kwinana, W.A. 

before that they were termed 
"super t anke r s " in the oil 
trade. They were tpiickly fol
lowed by orders for ships of 
32,000 and 35.000 tons, which 
the former Suez Canal Com
pany believed would be the 
biggest they could handle after 
their programme of widening 
and deepening the canal had 
been completed. 

These huge ships brought 
with them problems of design. 
construction and operation of 
their own. In particular. 
economy in running and steer
age in the Suez Canal demanded 
vessels of a single screw, and 
as diesel engines of a suitable 
size and power were not avail
able, the less economical steam 
turbine with water-tube boilers 
was introduced. However, this 
permitted the installation of 
steam turbine car^o pumps by 
which an entire cargo could be 
discharged in sixteen hours. 

In operation the bigger 
vessels showed the greater 
economy and the temporary 
closing of the canal showed 
that we might be forced to use 
the Cape route in time of war. 
so that even bigger tankers 
would be needed to prevent the 
time lost from affecting the 
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amount ol* 1'HIL'I) delivered. It 
was then that orders for vessels 
of 50,000 tons and upwards were 
placed and negotiations were 
put in hand to develop Milford 
llaven in Wales as an addi
tional port tor receiving them. 

The B.r . Tanker Company'a 
pi-esent building programme 
includes 7 ships of fto.OOO tons. 
7 ships of 42,000 tons. 14 ships 
of 15,500 tons i. !l ships of 50.000 
tons, lit ships of 34,000 tuns. 1 
ship of 49.000 tons. 3 ships of 
.12.000 tons: a total of 62 ships 
with a carrying rapacity of 
2.271.000 tons. 

Kvcn so the limit of the 
world's demand for oil is not 
yet in sight, treble and quad
ruple the present animal eon-
sumption ean be anticipated in 
the years to come. If by then 
the atomic propulsion of ships 
is an accomplished economieal 
I'aet. we may not be too far 
from even larger tankers whieh 
sail beneath the sea. where, 
with suttieieut power, even 
greater speeds than those on 
tbe surface are possible. 

Far below the stresses of 
storm ami wave, perhaps they 
will even be safe from attaek 
by atomic weapons. Tbe red 
ensign may even yet follow in 
tbe wake of tbe Nautilus. 

PLASTICS HULL FOR 
SAILING DINGHY 

In manufacturing the hull of 
the Alpha racing dinghy, the 
Bristol Aircraft Company has 
achieved one of the first suc
cessful commercial applications 
of a new method of reinforc
ing large glass-fibre structures. 
In this process, the reinforce
ment is provided by rigid 
plastics foam, the eonstituents 
of which 'are injected into the 
internal cavity of the struc
ture. It is claimed that even if 
tbe dinghy were cut in two both 
parts would float safely. 

The all-plastics hull is being 
made by Bristol to the order of 
Rossoms, of Oxford, who are 
producing the Alpha 12-footer. 

Two large ouc-picec glass-fibre 
mouldings make up the main 
structure of the dinghy hull. 
One Humbling is the outer hull 
and the other is the inner hull, 
eousisting of the decking, cock
pit and gunwale sun-omul. If 
large-scale p r o d u e t t o n is 
required, injection moulding 
methods perfected by Bristol 
could be used for building these 
'-omponents. To make the eoni-
plete hull, tbe inner and outer 
sections are brought together 
and bonded around tbe gun
wale. 

Into the complex cavity be-
tween the outer ami inner 
skins the eonstituents of the 
foam filling — polyester resin 
and Diisocyanatc—are injected 
in carefully controlled propor
tions. The material to he 
injected is in the form of a 
highly viscous fluid, and the 
injection process has to be com
pleted rapidly, as tbe foaming 
reaction follows almost imme
diately upon the mixing of the 
c o n a t i tueiits. This tilling 
strengthens and stilTens the 
entire hull structure, greatly 
increasing its resistance t" 
impact damage. The plastics 
foam tilling has a second and 
equally important function. As 

well as being strong, this 
material is extremely light and 
it. therefore, acts as a perma
nent and indestructible buoy
ancy medium. 

The Alpha 12-footer is a 
thoroughbred racing dinghy, 
its hull shape having been 
drawn by the well - known 
dinghy designer. Ian Proctor. 
It is claimed to he the first 
r a c i n g dinghy specifically 
designed for glass-fibre con
struction, and in its production 
full advantage has been taken 
of the special qualities of this 
material. The result is a 
robust, durable and easily-
handled craft, needing, the 
absolute minimum of mainten
ance. 

CONVERTING FROM STEAM 
TO DIESEL 

Since they first started con
verting ships from steam to 
diesel power some months ago. 
the ship repairing company of 
I'. II. Baily Limited. Newport. 
Knglaud. have received enquir
ies from all over the world. 

The conversion work entails 
the removal of one main boiler 
and all main engines, also some 
of the auxiliaries. A Mirrlees 

an Australian Margarine 
blended to suit 
Australian 
conditions 

I l i a 
I I 
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FOR SEA CADETS 

The Royal Yacht 

S£4 SCHOOL 
• Courtesy of the Melbourne "Age'i 

Recently seen in Australian ports, the "City of Lucknow" Is a cargo vessel that has been converted 
into one of the best training ships in the world. Aged between 16 and 20, British cadets of a 

type seen above study every aspect of ship life dnring three years' course. 

_ _ o o o 

British 3i«a»l engine, working 
through n gearbox into the 
Original shaft , is fitted in place 
of the old main engines, 

A small auxiliary boiler will 
work from the exhaust of the 
main engines and there will also 
he fitted additional ancillary 
equipment, such as compres
sors for start ing the main 
engines and for other purposes. 

One original main boiler will 
remain for use mainly while the 
ship is in port. Owners of small 
vessels converted from steam to 
diesel report s a t i s f a e tory 
results, combining an increase 
in speed with greater economy. 

BOWLER HATTED 
When the Harbour Trusts 

new slipway at Ueelong, Vic
toria, w a s being tested in 

24 

July, the bowler hat worn lij 
the trust 's Foreman shipwright, 
.Mr. .J. Skene, stood out a mile. 
There is a story behind that hat. 

In England it is said to be a 
condition of employment in the 
shipyards, that foremen and 
above in rank must wear bowler 
hats at work. When one of the 
(feelong Harbour Trust 's officers 
(Mr. A. E. Pritchard) was in 
England attending the trials of 
the two tugs "Spencer Nai l ' ' and 
"Oeetong" , the dock master at 
Cammell Laird's shipyards on 
the Mersy wore a bowler hat. 
which he eventually gave to 
Mr. Pritchard. 

An indispeusible adjunct to 
the British shipbuilding indus
try therefore found its way to 
Australia; a symbol of author
ity and tradition—and some
times a parting gift as well. 

. 

BRITISH DEVELOP CABIN 
CATAMARAN 

A British boat-building (inn 
have earned out trials on what 
is believed to In- the first accom-
limitation -type catamaran to 
be built in the country. Named 
tin' Flamingo, the craft lias 
twin 36 ft. hulls. An extensive 
cabin built over the hulls sleeps 
six people comfortably, still 
f i r ing reserve for another four 
people. I'll initial sai l ing trials 
the craft made passage against 
a stiff wind of front force 4 to 
t», showing remarkable wind* 
ward ability. Timed runs have 
given an average speed of 12% 
knots for •J1., miles. It is esti-
mated that speeds of over 20 
knots are possible ill iroort 
conditions. 
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USKD by II.M. the Queen on 
the occasion of the open* 

• • • •£ of the St. Lawrence Seaway 
in .lune. the Royal Yacht 
" B r i t a n n i a " has carried Her 
Majesty around the world. The 
vessel berthed in Australian 
ports, an h o I) o u r e d and 
respected guest. But she was 
challenged in Torres Strait. 

While steamers make fre
quent use of Torres Strait, the 
islands that lie between Alls-
t ial ia 's most northerly point. 
I ape York, and the southern 
coast of New tiiiinea are more 
or less a r I o s e d area to 
strangers. The Tories Strait 
islanders, numbering about 
li.HOO. have rights and privi
leges in their own domain, and 
the Depart nt of Native 
Affairs of tin' (invernment of 
l̂ i nslaml see to it that these 
are preserved. 

There is a patrol vessel based 
on Thursday Island which 

constructed in; 
! in. marine plywood on; 
frames, seam battened fore and ! 
alt on ^4 in. x 1 (b in. spruce 
longerons. .Main beams and 
cabin bulk-beads are box beams 
made up with « in. ply and 
spruce spacing timber. Stems, 
curlings, cabin roof beams, etc.,., 
are in mahogany. The mast is j | 
silver spruce. It has one wood I 
centreboard in each bull, and 
twin drop rudders. Steering is 
from the cockpit with the two 
tillers connected by a cross bar. 

The catamaran has a cut ter ' 
rig, the sails being of terylene. 
It lias a beam of Hi ft. and with 
centreboards down, a draught 
of 4 It. t> in. The sail area with 
working jib is 450 sq, ft.: alter-
natively with large jib it is;; 
611 sq. ft. The vessel weighs ! 
about 4.00(1 lbs. 
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doubles the part of stores ship 
and passenger transports; a 
comfortable beamy old party 
whose chief characteristic is a 
sort of roll, bowl or pitch action 
in a Torres Strait lop. Amongst 
other duties is -that of watch 
dog. and when one hot morn-
iug the skipper saw a graceful 
three-masted ship passing at a 
fair clip, he quite properly 
asked her to identify herself. 
The answer he received is 
something he t a l k s about 
to-day 

People are always talking 
about the Royal Yacht, seen 
during this Keign further 
afield than ever before. Size, 
shape and what it 's like inside 
are things the public want to 
know, and in an old copy of 
•The Navv". Nowell Hall, of 

tin' English "Daily Tele
graph" , wrote of the ship as a 
Sovereign's facility dating 
from the time of the Stuarts. 

lie says that the first Koyal 
Yacht was p r o b a b l y the 
" M a r y " — a present from Am-

MSBJ|/I'J.J4W(!':'̂  

sterdam to Charles II. " i n his 
d ia ry , " Nowell Hall continues. 
"Pepys . w r i t i n g on 15th 
August. ItifiO. records that he 
visited Whitehall after dinner 
and found " the Kinc, gone this 
morning- by 5 of the clock to 
see a Dutch pleasure boat below 
tin' bridge.' The King, who in 
some quarters had the reputa
tion of rarely spending a penny 
when a shilling would do. bad 
at one time no fewer than 15 
yachts in commission. 

The (ieorges also had their 
Koyal Yachts. George 1 eanie 
to England from Holland in the 
' 'Peregrine fialley", a small 
niaii-o -war used as a yacht. In 
177.1 and 17H1 Qeorge III re
viewed the Fleet at Portsmouth 
ill his principal yacht, the 
"Princess Augusta". There 
was the "William and Mary" , 
built at Dcptfonl in 17H4. and 
sold in 1801. The next "Wi l -
1 i-im and M a r v " lasted until 
1 s4!l. 

Queen Victoria carried on the 
tradition with the "Victoria 
and Albert" , the third of 
which was suci ded. after 
many years, by the present 
"Br i t ann ia" . 

Built by Messrs. John Brown 
& Company Ltd.. Clydebank, 
this vessel, with a full load dis-
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The object of the Navy League in Australia, like sea training to and instilling naval training in boys 
its older counterpart, the Navy League in Britain, who intend to serve In Naval or Merchant services 
is to insist by all means at its disposal upon the and also to those sea-minded boys who do not 
vital importance of Sea Power to the British intend to follow a sea career, but who, given this 
Commonwealth of Nations. The League sponsors knowledge, will form a valuable Reserve for the 
the Australian Sea Cadet Corps by giving technical Naval Service. 

The League consists of Fellows (Annual or Life) and Associates. 

All British subjects who signify approval to the objects of the League are eligible. 

MAY WE ASK YOU TO JOIN and swell our members so that the Navy League in Australia may be 
widely known and exercise an important influence in the life of the Australian Nation? 

For particulars, contact The Secretary, 83 Pitt Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 
or The Secretary, 443 Little Collins Street, Melbourne, C . I , Victoria 
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placement of 4,715 tons, was 
laid down in June, 1952, 
launched in April. 1953, and 
i-ompleted in January of the 
following year. 

With few structural altera
tions, the "Britannia*1 could, 
if it were unhappily necessary. 
quickly be converted to the 
war-time role of a hospital ship. 
The accommodation aft, now 
devoted to the Royal and State 
apartments and for members of 
the Royal Household and staff, 
would be adapted as the wards. 
operating theatre and the spec
ialist departments; the heli
copter platform would be used 
for the t r a n s f e r e n e e of 
" s t r e t c h e r " cases. Working 
spaces, such as the galleys and 
laundry, all grouped amidships 
over the main machinery so 
that exhaust ventilation can 
e s c a p e through the single 
runnel would serve the needs of 
patients, the Naval medical 
Ktaff and men. The acroninioda-
tion forward, when- now live 
the Royal Yacht s complement. 
could readily be adapted to the 
requirements of .Merchant Navy 
personnel who would then man 
the ship. Incidentally, the 
" B r i t a n n i a " has Denny-Brown 
stabilising tin* to minimise 
rolling. 

The ship is e q u i p p e d to 
undertake long ocean voyages. 
and has a range of 2,400 miles 
ill an economical speed of 15 
knots. On trials her continuous 
cruising speed was 22.75 knots. 
She is n much more seaworthy 
and useful craft than her pre
decessor, the two - funnelled 
"Victoria ami Albert**, scrap
ped in 1954. Unlike the "Bri t 
annia**, the old "Victoria and 
" A l b e r t " was purely a Rovnl 
Vacht. 

Unquestionably, the "Bri t 
annia*1 is now one of the most 
famous ships afloat. She is iden
tified the world over with Brit
ain and her much beloved and 
respected Royal Family. She is 
a symbol of Britain's prestige, 
and because she is associated 
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with our Royal Family, she is 
a tangible link in the comity 
of nations. It would not be easy 
to contemplate an English sov
ereign "making d o " without a 
Royal Yacht, or a nation con
tent that he or she should do so. 

I have watched the Royal 
Vacht at sea on many occasions. 
For instance, when the Queen 
was inspecting the Home Fleet 
—probably the last with the 
Home Fleet in its present form 
—at Cromarty two years ago: 
and when Princess Anne and 
Prince Charles sailed in her to 
Tobruk to meet their parents 
who were returning from their 
World Tour. One will not 
readily forget the impression 
made by the ship's arrival at 
Malta and Gibraltar on the way 
home through the Mediter
ranean, or when the ship came 
alongside with the Queen and 
Prince Philip smiling and wav
ing on the bridge. 

How immaculate the ship 
looked, and what a wonderful 
picture when she hove in sight! 
Her shining blue enamelled 
hull, her buff - coloured masts 
and funnel and white super
structure, the Admiralty Hag at 
the foremast, the beautiful 
Royal Standard at the main 
and the Cniou Flag on the 
mizzen—all bright in the sun
shine—these were lasting im
pressions. As the "Britannia" 
came alongside the quay at Gib
raltar there wvvr three unre
hearsed incidents. The first, 
which amused the waiting 
crowds, was that Princess Anne 
stood on the sun-deck, pointing 
excitedly to the dock-side crane 
mameuvring the gangway into 
position and asking lots of ques
tions of a tall sailor standing 
just behind her. The second 
was that, so mirror-like was her 
blue hull as the "Britannia" 
came up the harbour, that the 
subsiding while bow-wake was 
reflected in it. The third was 
that, when the yacht was 
alongside, a rating quietly 
leaned over the rail with a 

pot of enamel and deftly 
painted out a minute scratch 
on the hull. There is nothing 
second-rate about the Royal 
Yacht. This unobtrusive little 
action, which, as far as could 
be seen, anticipated an order. 
is typical of the efficiency of 
everybody on hoard and the 
pride they have in their ship. 

This is an exceptional II.M. 
ship. Since commissioning, the 
yacht has steamed a b o u t 
1">0.000 miles and has circum
navigated the globe. The Royal 
Coat of Arms on her prow and 
the Royal Cypher on her stern 
distinguishes her wherever she 
goes, as do her two saluting 
guns on the compass platform. 
One of the links with the past, 
and a reminder that the "Br i t -
aun ia" is the latest of a distin
guished line of Royal Yachts, is 
to be found on the verandah 
deck. There is installed a com
pass binnacle from the nine
teenth century Yacht "Royal 
Ocorge". It is now fitted with 
a gyro-compass card and re
peater. In the wheelhouse. 
fitted to the modern steering 
system, is the wheel of George 
Y's racing yacht. 

Yet another link with tIn-
past is the very title of Flag 
Officer, Royal Yachts. It is a 
reminder of the days when the 
Sovereign had not one, but 
several of these vessels for his 
exclusive use. The present Flag 
Officer is Rear Admiral P. 
Dawnay. Incidentally. the 
holder of this post is the only 
Admiral in the Royal Navy 
who is directly responsible for 
the handling of the shin and the 
safety of all in her. 

The full " R o y a l " comple
ment is 22 officers, about 225 
ratings and a Royal Marine 
band of 20. Officers normally 
serve in her for two years, but 
the ratings, who are volunteers 
from general service, can. after 
a period of probation, remain 
in the yacht for the rest of their 
service careers. When a 
" y a c h t s m a n " c o m m i t s an 
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offence a preliminary investi-
mtioa is held on board. If a 
ease exists the man is forth
with drafted away From the 
yacht for disciplinary action. 
In the event of his leaving he 
is no longer entitled to wear* the 
special uniform or the trea
sured cap ribbon bearing the 
words "Royal Yacht" separ
ated by a crown. \ o r can he 
wear a^ain the rating's No. 1 
uniform with its irolil badges, a 
jumper tucked inside trousers 
creased down the sides and not 
in the normal R.N. "concer
tina" folds. All "yachtsmen" 
wear special lightweight shoes 
with their Xo. I's. Royal 
.Marines have white tropical 
uniform, not khaki. 

Those serving in the Royal 
Yacht must observe a long
standing tradition of silence 
while at work. There is no 
internal broadcasting system 
and no piping. Orders are 
quietly given and obeyed and 
no one runs. While at Gibral
tar, for example. I watched a 
Petty Officer on deck giving 
orders. He "talked" to a 
rating who was aloft by rapid 
hand semaphore signals. Inci
dentally, both were wearing 
soft-soled canvas shoes. 

.In past days, as can be seen 
from records at the National 
Maritime Museum at Green
wich, the complement included 
n Yacht Kiddler. but. no doubt, 
in the interests of tranquility 
on board and modern well-oiled 
efficiency, he was cast over tin-
side lonjr ajro! For the record. 
the post has now lapsed." 

They could probably furnish 
a fiddler in Torres Strait. Any
how. 'Britannia's" re t u r n 
some day is looked forward to 
by all—especially by that spin-
tier of good yarns, the skipper 
o f t h e Government Patrol 
Vessel, whose home fort is T.I. 

SEA CADET NOTES 
In Victoria, the Sea Cadet 

Colour was transferred from 
T.S. "Bendifro" to T.S. "Ava-

1*HI " at < leelong Grammar 
School on 12th July. 195!). The 
Reviewing officer on this occa-
ttion was the Naval Officer-in-
Charge, South Kast Australian 
Area. Captain <i. L l**owle. 
D.S.C.. H.A.N. 

Training Course at F N.D. 
A course of closer units will 

be held this month at the Klin-
ders Naval Depot. 

Empire Training Course 
Leaving Sydney on l,">th 

January next year. M.V. 
"WanganeUa" will carry two 
Cadet officers and twenty-two 
Cadets to an Empire Training 
Course to be held in New Zea
land. Cadets will be drawn 
from Divisions in every State. 
and will be chosen from those 
who are not less than 1<> years 

{from pajfe 10) 
in itself a guarantee that the 
white man whom the natives 
had known in peacetime had 
not forsaken them. In many 
cases, the natives rallied to 
these ratr^ed detachments of 
Europeans who were cut off 
and entirely on their own. 
Stalled in bush tactics and 
afraid of no one, parties of 
natives led by European coast-
watchers caused many casual
ties amongst the Japanese. 
These mixed groups were 
feared and hated by the 
enemy, but amongst themselves 
a mutual respect grew out of 
close association, which by and 
large has carried over into the 
days of peace. 

Simogun Peta, B.E.M., a 
native policeman in pre-war 
days and a junglfl tighter of 
note with the coast watchers, is 

of age. They must have passed 
for the rating of Cadet Able 
Seaman. 

FAT AS YOU EARN 

An unusual oil deal trans
acted off the coast of Western 
Australian is reported by the 
'Petroleum Gazette*'. 

Bound for Kwinana from 
Melbourne to load diesel fuel. 
the 12.00n.ton tanker "Thorn-
a by" found the Kremantlc-
based erayiiahing boat "Sput-
nic" adrift with a broken fuel 
line and empty tanks. The un
laden tanker had not a drop 
of fuel to spare herself, but 
later in the day she sighted the 
3,900-ton freighter "Bulwarra" 
and put the problem to her. 

'' Sput nie 's' * payment ? To 
quote third mate Ray Kinsel— 
"a nice feed of crays!" 

one of the three nominated 
native members of the Papua-
New Guinea Legislative Coun
cil, nerving the eause of his 
countrymen as surely now as 
he did in time of war. Scattered 
about the Territory there are 
others like him; yetting older 
but proud to display their 
medals when the occasion 
offers. 

Built by public subscription, 
there are some well known 
names amongst the subscribers. 
One of them is the Vice-
President of the United States. 
Mr. Richard Nixon, who served 
as a I'.S. naval officer in the 
Pacific. Another is the late 
Admiral"UulC'Halsey, I'.S.N.. 
who made the remark on one 
occasion that it "was the 
coast watchers who saved 
Guadalcanal and Guadalcanal 
which saved the Pacific." 

Coastwatcher s Memorial 
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"Watson" Shows Its Wares 
H I G H L I G H T E D by the 

marking of tlic rite of the 
new chapel by Rear Admiral 
r'ariicomb. C.B.. D.8.O., M.V.O.. 
assisted by the Mayor of 
Woollahra, Alderman A. D. 
Frost, the naval establishment. 
II.M.A.S. "Watson" was At 
Home to the public on 9th 
August. 

"After leaving your ear in 
the Car Park which, incident
ally, is the Helicopter Landing 
tl round" the visitors were 
informed, a varied programme 
included displays of Anti
submarine Mortar Firings, 
besides an act turned on by 
naval frogmen who cleared an 
"enemy" beachhead in Lady 
Kay, and later gave a demon
stration of how steel plates are 
cut under the waterline. on 
occasions when a vessel has 
been damaged in action and 
requires immediate repairs. 

It was an occasion with a 
purpose. "Watson" is building 
a chapel, a stage in which was 
reached when the Lieut.-
liovernor of X.S.W., Sir 
Kenneth Street, lit the Cross 
which will be illuminated 
nightly until the goal of 
£27,000 needed to build and 
equip the chapel has been 
achieved. The chapel will serve 
the spiritual needs of the 
living, and at the same time 
perpetuate the memory of 
those men of the R.A.N, who 
died fighting to preserve the 
freedom which the country still 
enjoys. They gave all they 
hud; those of us who remain 
must give what we can. 

Something of what goes on 
there in a working day was 
shown to the public, who must 
surely have been made aware 
that the Navy not only devotes 
its attention to the physical 
development and technical 
training of the young sailor, 
but also accepts responsibility 

for the care and character-
building of those who wear a 
naval uniform. It is on that 
account that "Watson" is 
building a chapel, and now 
asks the support of all who 
have the welfare of the Service 
at heart. 

A OEAVEYAKD OF SHIPS 
(from page 20) 

able of a speed of 12 knots. 
After 45 years of faithful pilot
age service, during which she 
achieved many creditable 
rescues, as well as performing 
valuable fire and salvage work, 
this, the second of the "watch
dogs of the Heads," vacated the 
berth at the buoy in Watson 
Bay in favour of the third ship 
to bear the name. Her fine 
figurehead removed and re
named " Captain Phillip," this 

veteran rendered further ser
vice as a training ship for the 
Australian Sea Cadet Corps, 
and later for personnel of the 
Australian Army Water Trans
port Section. 

In October, 1947, having out
lived her usefulness, she reluc
tantly followed the diesel tug 
"Boray" outside the Heads at 
the end of 720 feet of towing 
hawser, where the firing of a 
charge of 20 pounds of gelig
nite sent the yacht-like little 
ship to grace the realm of King 
Neptune, 100 fathoms below. 

In all, some 80 ships have 
joined this ghostly assemblage 
of once staunch craft, proud 
handiwork of shipwright and 
builder and cherished com
mands of zealous masters and 
naval officers. There, un
troubled by the shrieking of 
the winds or the pounding of 
the seas, they rest "beneath 
the waves, hard by their native 
shore." 
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MOMENTS IN HISTORY 

THE FLAGSHIP GETS THE NEWS 

A STEWARD turned the 
wireless off: the Com-

maiuler called for a second cup 
of eoffee and the war was 
done. In the wardroom of 
H.M.A.S. "Shropshire" we had 
just heard the Prime Minister 
of Great Britain announce that 
Japan had surrendered uncon
ditionally but. when someone 
at the Sub's table made a 
witless crack, a dozen pairs of 
eyes glanced coldly at him from 
above the dog-eared papers 
that were two months old. The 
Navy seldom talks at break
fast." 

Of course. it was not 
altogether unexpected. A week, 
a month or two: no one knew 
when it would come, but it was 
evident that Japan could not 
take the aerial panting she was 
getting now. and orders to 
deal with this or any other 
eventuality were already out. 

If the enemy threw in the 
towel, the Royal Australian 
Squadron was to "pipe down" 
for the day. Nothing hut 
essentia! jobs were to be 
performed, and now it looked 
like a Sunday dog watch. 
Sailors Hopped where they 
stood: to sleep, to yarn 
spasmodically a boot this "after 
the war" business that was 
reality at last. Unbelievably, it 
had caught us in the Philip
pines on a windless morning 
that promised heat. 

Away in the distant reaches 
of Subic Bay. a couple of 
merchantmen were disposing 
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of a few smoke Moats. Mere and 
there coloured flares were 
trying to make their presence 
felt against a stronger sun but. 
for the most part, people were 
thinking of what the day 
would mean at home. A lot of 
them were writing letters. 

On the messdeeks there was 
a special dinner of the turkey 
and ham variety, with a bottle 
of beer for every man. In the 
wardroom the officers enter
tained the stewards, and while 
this was going on the duty 
boat was called away to cut 
greenery ashore. You could 
tell that something was in the 
offing, because the electricians 
began to loop the place with 
something no one but the older 
hands bail even seen. Questions 
as to how these strings of 
coloured lights came to be on 
board at all were met with 
studied silence. If the Squadron 
was to he At Home to the 
officers of the British and 
American ships with whom we 
lay in company, it was to be 
the sort of party that carried 
with it all the fixings of a 
peacetime show. 

(Jreenery and fairy lights 
filled in the awning stantions. 
while far overhead the outline 
of a huge kangaroo was picked 
out in coloured globes. There 
was blood in that animal's eye 
if a scarlet bull) meant any
thing. It was just the touch 
the evening needed. 

As the sun went down, the 
beams of searchlights joined 

hands with others thrown up 
from .Manila fifty miles away. 
Flares of various colours traced 
cascades of light against the 
loom of Luzon hills. The whole 
code of visual signalling was 
in the air at once, as guests 
began to arrive. 

It was a good party by any 
standard. It was not the eats 
or the drinks. It was not the 
blokes from the R.N. sub
marines, or the half-dozen 
nursing sisters from the British 
hospital ship "Oxfordshire," 
or the strains of "Old Towler." 
the regimental march of the 
Shropshire Light Infantry, that 
had become the theme song of 
the ship as well. None of these 
things made the occasion by 
themselves, but together they 
harmonised with a lovely night 
made brighter still by the 
reflections of the lights across 
the water. There was no black
out now. This was the 
beginning of a saner world. 

The guests were in great 
variety. There was someone 
from Sussex discussing farming 
with someone from the Middle 
West, while someone else 
chipped in knowledgeable 
comments on a sandwich filling 
of Australian cheese. Most 
sentences began with "do you 
remember . . . ?" And-memory 
proved endless. 

Commissioned into the 
K.A.N, in April, 1943. to take 
the place of ILM.A.S. "Can
berra." lost by enemy action 
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in the Solomons a year before, 
"Shropshire" had steamed 
•164,000 miles by the time she 
reached the Pacific. Of that. 
220,000 miles had been covered 
since the beginning of the war. 

As a unit of a U.S. Task 
Force, the ship took part in 
eight major landings, and had 
been well in the van during 
that high speed night action 
in Surigao Strait, when the 
Japanese Fleet made a last 
despairing throw. On that 
occasion. "Shropshire" fired 
8:16 shells from her main 6-inch 
guns, leaving her mark on the 
doomed battleship "Tama-
shiro." While not strong in 
numbers, Australia was cer
tainly there, for in the torpedo 
attack that developed, one of 
our "Tribals" had to be 
ordered back as she was 
fouling the range! 

A succession of thumbnail 
sketches that could be ampli
fied for hours, there was lots 
to talk about and laugh over. 
True or not. someone was 
bound to mention the time 
when, hard on the heels of the 
•laps, the Task Korce com
mander politely asked whether 
"Shropshire" could make the 
speed. Later, he instructed the 
ship to keep station when she 
was drawing ahead, and that 
signal was not nearly so polite. 
The Americans never took 
those triple funnels seriously. 

There was nothing serious 
about this party either. There 
was a general atmosphere of 
fun and games, and even a bit 
of gate-crashing. Unnoticed at 
the time, two intrepid souls 
who had eaten that "special" 
dinner on the messdeeks at 
noon, believed that it put them 
in the promotion zone as well. 
Borrowing the trappings of 
wardroom rank they were 
having the time of their lives, 
until "Flags" passed the word 
that the Commodore would be 
greatly displeased if those two 

young officers did not remove 
their caps. That was a bad 
break, but worse was to follow, 
for the aye of authority now 
fell upon them. The game was 
up and. in a subsequent func
tion in which the Captain was 
involved, conversation pro
ceeded on these lines: 

"Have a good time?" 

"Yes. Sir." 

"I'm glad you thought it 
was worth it. The mess share 
is sixteen shillings and eight 
pence, and the Treasurer will 
receive your contributions as 
soon as it's convenient." 

What ii scandalised Jaunty 
said when he saw a formal 
receipt made out on the ship's 
notepaper is not recorded. 
What could he say, when it was 
made out to "Temporary 
Honorary Lieutenant (B) " 

But with a rancher from 
Texas performing lariat tricks 
with a boat fall, and an inter
national glee party making the 
night hideous elsewhere, all 
this passed unnoticed at the 
time. As has been said, it was 
a good party; one that only 
finished when the last guest 
had flung his cap over the side 
and jumped overboard to 
rescue same. 

But it was not so good next 
morning. Eggs and bacon bad 
the queerest taste, and there 
was a hasty retreat behind the 
breakfast newspapers, as tin-
band struck up "Old Towley" 
and a heavy-footed guard 
marched overhead to Colours. 
Even the kangaroo seemed to 
think the noise iinnecessarv, 
for he too leant with a slightly 
jaded air against a bulkhead. 
He was all right, though — 
and so was the Squadron. 
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THE A.I.B. 

'•Spy /ii«f/ Pacific,** by Allison 
liul. (Weiilcnicld & Siciilum, 
Anst. prict 2H •) . 

A WELL qualified writer 
tells of Rome <>f thi' 

activities of the Allied Intelli
gence Bureau clnrillje World 
War II. As Deputy Controller. 
Colonel lint had a front seat 
and his book has the ring; of 
authenticity. 

Some of the actions he writes 
about will be familiar to many, 
particularly those of the Coast-
watchers, who were mostly 
Australians. Itut there is much 
that is new in accounts of 
various parties inserted by 
submarine into the Philippine 
Islands. 

In this type of unorthodox 
warfare. only meticulous 
preparation will bring results. 
The Coast watchers in the 
Solomons arc a case in point. 
The author traces their growth 
back to 191!). when Captain 
C. J . Clare. K.A.N, organised 
planters ami officials into a 
chain of observation points 
throughout Pacific Islands 
coming within the boundaries 
of the Australian Naval 
Station. The dividend paid is 
now history. 

At the other end of the scale, 
parties of insufficiently trained 
men suffered disaster. Col. Ind 
tells, for example, of the ill-
fated attempt to insert a 
watcher station into Mindnro 
Island in the Philippines. 

Of necessity, the author 
paints a loosely knit picture, 
taking isolated instances of 
intelligence work that ranged 
over the vast Pacific theatre 
for almost four years. The 

complete account has yet to he 
written, and one hopes that 
Col. Ind, or someone eipially 
well informed, will some day 
attempt the task. 

Despite its occasional lapse 
into a somewhat precious style. 
Col. Ind's book makes fascinat
ing reading, and is a must for 
any student of the Pacific War. 
It is particularly refreshing to 
read of the close and amicable 
co-operation between Allies (to 
whom Col. Ind pays a hand
some tribute) which in a very 
real way contributed to the 
undoubted succi'ss of A.I.B. 

— A. K. 

FREDOM FICTION 

".I Kind of fighting," by 
Patrick Crutlircll (Dent). 
Au.it. price 18/9. 

This is not everyone's book, 
but Patrick Cruttwell at least 
does something to explain why 
countries, regarded before the 
wai- as contented and pros
perous members of a British 
Commonwealth, suddenly elect
ed to go their own way in a 
blaze of nationalism. 

hi the form of a narrative 
told by an English teacher in 
a university in a thinly 
disguised part of South Kast 
Asia, the story follows the 
development of one of his 
pupils. In the 'thirties this lad 
began to read the works of 
Marx. Laski and the produc
tions of the heft Book Club, 
lb ' was groping for something 
even then and. with the coming 
of the Japanese, it seems 
natural to discover him as the 
commander of a local "Free 
dom Army," who in the end 
becomes the leader of his 

country in the first stage of its 
independence. 

I t ' s not a nice story; there 
are too many uncomfortable 
undertones. Hut it is a brilliant 
bit of characterisation written 
by a man who knew the place 
and the people both in peace 
and war. If such words as 
" l o y a l t y " and "pa t r io t i sm" 
take other meanings, it is 
because shifts and betrayals 
on both sides were " t h e kind 
of fighting" that the time 
demanded, hike it or not, there 
are implications here that 
anyone can see. 

— B. II. 
* * * 
BALTIC CRUISE 

'Vikings' Wake." By Richard 
•I. MacCullagh. (Van A'os-
tratid.} 

For those to whom the Baltic 
is an enchanted sailing ground 
—and this reviewer is one of 
them—this liook is a " m u s t " . 
It tells the story of the author "s 
cruise in his ' ' Maid of Mourne' ' . 
a Hermudan sl*H>p which he 
bought after the war in Ger
many, from Flensburg, up 
through the Belts and Sound 
anil Kattegat, down the Skager
rack, along the coast of Jut land, 
and home across the North Sea. 
This, however, is putting the 
story baldly for the author, 
besides being able to sail, can 
also write. And besides being 
able to write he can also draw. 
And. moreover, if it was his 
camera that took the photo
graphs, he can add the claim 
of being a first-rate photog
rapher to his other accomplish
ments. 

All this adds up to a truly 
delightful book, one to reail 
and to treasure. And as if this 
were not enough. Mr. MacCul-
lagh adds at the end of each 
chapter a batch of relevant 
pilotage notes which are a 
model of clarity and conciseness. 
More often than not. 40 shil
lings as the price of a book puts 
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it out of court for a large 
number of readers, but here is 
a rase where two pounds is not 
too much to pay. for this is 
indeed a hook which stands out 
boldly and ehallengingly among 
the mass of literature which 
this sport of sailing attracts. 

P.K.K. 

UNFOUNDED RUMOUR 

••The Mystery of Lord Kit
chener's Death." Ily Donald 
VcCormiek. (Putnam). 

On the afternoon of 5th 
June, 1916, only five days after 
the battle of Jutland, F.M. 
Karl Kitchener of Khartoum, 
The Secretary of State for 
War, sailed from Scapa Flow 
in II .M.S."Hampshire," on the 
first stage of his mission to 
Russia. Some three hours later 
Hampshire sank off the west 
coast of Orkney with the loss 
of her famous passenger and 
all but 12 of her company. 

The sudden death of a 
national hero, the circumstances 
of the disaster and the subse
quent reticence of the Govern
ment iii answering questions on 
the loss soon gave rise to wild 
rumours and speculation which 
continued for many years. 

After a brief description of 
the sinking fin the best style of 
• A Night To Remember"), the 
author proceeds to an intrigu
ing analysis of these rumours 
and we are soon plunged into 
a World War I spy story fully 
reminiscent of the exploits of 
Sir Edward Hannay. Mr. Mc
cormick has clearly been to 
great lengths to examine every 
source of material and has 
interviewed those still alive who 
played any part in these 
events. The result is an inter
esting, and at times exciting, 
narrative, rounded off by a 
clear and balanced conclusion. 
Mr. McCormick has some hard 
things to say about the Navy 
and although his criticisms of 

the naval authorities in Orkney 
on that fatal night may seem 
to he justified, many will object 
to his attack on Jellicoe. Lack 
of security, poor staff organ
isation and inadequate apprecia
tion of the available intelligence 
are the main reasons why 
"Hampshire" was routed 

through a possible minefield; 
and although any Commander-
in-Chief must take his share of 
blame for these short-comings, 
he cannot be held personally 
responsible for their results, 
however fatal. M.G.C. 

LITTLE SHIPS 

H.M. Small Ship*." By War
ren Armstrong. (Mullcr.) 

The story of Coastal Forces 
is an inspiriug one. as all 
stories of fights against odds 
must be. One has, only to think 
of some of the major operations 
in which they played a part— 
Zeebrugge and Kronstadt in the 
first World War, Dunkirk and 
Normandy in the second—to 
say nothing of the host of 
smaller actions, to realize the 
tremendous par t they played in 
the story of the naval war. More 
often than not. particularly in 
the Channel and North Sea 
actions against enemy E- and R-
boats. they bad to fight heavily 
outnumbered. 

Mr. Armstrong, in his account 
of them, has adopted partly a 
factual and partly a fictional 
method of telling something of 
their story. One could have 
wished for the wholly factual 
method; in an account which is 
presumably meant to be histori
cally accurate, imagined con
versations are out of place and 
can only detract from what 
otherwise could have been an 
interesting story. Few of these 
conversations, moreover, run 
true to form; there is a slick-
ness about them that suggests 
the journalist rather than the 
naval man. —(".CM. 

ST. NAZAIRE 

••The Greatest Raid of All." by 
C. B. Lucas Phillips (Heine-
maun. Aitst. price 23/-) . 

Five Victoria Crosses were 
won as a result of the raid 
carried out on the French port 
of St. Nazaire in March, 1942, 
by a mixed fori f 611 British 
navy and army personnel. No 
need, therefore, to stress the 
nature of an undertaking that 
put the 1.148-foot N'ormandic 
Dock out of action for the rest 
of the war. thus denying a 
refuge to the German battle
ship "T i rp i t z , " the most 
powerful warship in the world. 

What Lucas Phillips has 
written is an unforgettable 
story of one of those combined 
operations that have appeared 
in modern text books. It was 
the First War raid on Zee-
brugge over again, with the 
important difference that spec
tacular results were achieved 
with a handful of men. To some 
it is the pei-sonal problems of 
these men that will appeal. 
Others may find more interest 
in the staff work that led to 
the ramming of the dock 
eassion by the old U.S. 
destroyer, re-named II.M.S. 
"Campbel town." carrying 41 
tonx of explosive fused to 
detonate after eight hours ' 
delay. Commando troops 
engaged had the additional 
task of demolishing essential 
dock facilities. That only took 
half an hour. 

Like most effective wartime 
enterprises, success was due to 
a number of different things, 
but principally to the courage 
and determination of the men 
concerned. Given the code 
name of "Char io t . " the Chief 
of Combined Operations. Karl 
Mounthatten. says of this 
episode that "of all the opera
tions with which I was con
cerned, this is the one I am 
most proud to have been 
associated wi th ." The reader 
will share his pride. — B . II. 
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Model of Chapel on Display 

W.R.A.N. Sylvia While, of H.M.A.S. "Watson" and R.A.N. Chaplain the Rev. J. Trainer are inspecting 
the model of the proposed chapel to be built aft Watson's Bay. Built to a scale of i an Inch to the foot. 
the model will be on display at HJH.A.S. "Watson" on October 5. and at Garden Island on October 10. 

—"S.M. Herald" photo. 

OF interest to all sailors is 
a new type of sextant des

cribed in "Guild News'* the 
official organ of Merchant Ser
vice (tuild of Australia. "From 
ibis it learned that Collins 
Radio of Iowa, I'.S.A., has 
announced the development of 
a radio sextant which it claims 
con track the moon and the sun 
continuously under all weather 
conditions. 

!)r. Gene Marner, head of 
the company's radio-astronomy 
group, said the importance ol 

A i\ew Sextant 

the sextant lay in its ability to 
pick up extremely weak signals 
from the moon. 

Present sextants required a 
clear sky to obtain a " f i x " 
trom the moon ami stars, hut 
the radio sextant could track 
l»oth the moon and the sun 
under all weather conditions. 

Dr. Marner said that when 
mring the radio sextant, ap

proach to fog-bound ports 
would he easier. 

In wartime, ships could ren
dezvous at any point with 
complete radar and radio si
lence. 

The sextant uses a five-loot 
parabolic dish type antenna 
and the most sensitive, receiver 
of its type ever eoiistruced. 

A research official. Dr. David 
McCoy, said secret experiments 
since late last year had yielded 
the first continuous tracking of 
i he moon in history. 
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Sandblasting the hull of a bin liner in the port of Sydney 

Sandblasting and chemical inhibiting of ships' plates has brought a new era to ship's husbandry . . 
the most positive, fleiibfe and economical means of removing rust and the old paint that tends to hide 
the inroads of erosion. The speedy and lasting procss we apply :n the port of Sydney to vessels of 

all kinds rates higher in ships' maintenance than any other form of rust elimination. 

M A R I T I M E 
ANTI-CORROSION ENGINEERS 

M A I N T E N A N C E P T Y . LTD. 
- SANDBLASTERS SHELL HOUSE CARRINGTON STREET. SYDNEY 
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